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Throughout our nation's history, certain l<ey documents—the Declaration of Independence, the Ennancipation

Proclamation, the Gettysburg Address— have shaped our thoughts, recorded our progress, and expressed our

highest ideals as a nation. The Library of Congress has the original handwritten drafts of these documents among

its vast holdings, as well as other material that embodies great creative achievements in the arts and sciences.

A nation's history always includes a compilation of documents, and as The Document Company Xerox is

pleased to join the Library of Congress in a special partnership to preserve this unique record of our common her-

itage and make it available to the public in the Treasures of the Library of Congress exhibition, a permanent exhibi-

tion opening in May 1997.

If a nation is to survive, each generation must learn from the ones before it. And so we at Xerox share the

vision of the Founding Fathers, who made the establishment of a library for Congress among the first priorities of

the young nation after moving the capital to the District of Columbia. They knew that enlightened government

depends on the vigilance and zeal of enlightened people. As James Madison said, "Knowledge will forever govern

ignorance: and a people who mean to be their own governours, must arm themselves with the power which

knowledge gives." We know that a sound and vibrant democracy can flourish only among a people with free and

unfettered access to information.

As a corporation that values learning and knowledge, we also share the educational vision of the Library and

this exhibit: that people's lives can be enriched and improved by closer contact with the original words and images

of those who came before us and aspired to the same ideals we do. Through our support of the Treasures of the

Library of Congress exhibition and its various outreach programs, we help to preserve and exhibit these treasures,

and to ensure that our nation's cultural heritage is accessible to one and all, now and in the future.

Paul A. Allaire

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer

OF Xerox and President of the Xerox Foundation



NATIONAL TREASURES

It is the diitii of ci-cni c;ol>J citircn to use oil the opportunities which occur to him for preservmg Jocuinents

relatiuci to the history of our couiitrii.

—Thomas Jefferson, 1823^

I suppose that few of us can claim to have met Jefferson's test of "every good citizen," collecting the materials of

our country's history Luckily the Library of Congress (with other institutions) does much of this for us. We can

enjoy the fruits of citizenship, in this area, while doing few of the labors.

But why does Jefferson—the great progressive among the founders, a man so optimistic about the future

—

call for such intense effort to preserve the past? Should we not be looking forv^ard rather than backward? In

Jefferson's revolutionary time, America was breaking free from the past, throwing off its shackles, confident of a

glorious future. But the future is, by definition, what does not exist in the present. It will be generated out of us,

out of our ideals or hopes or determination, only insofar as the past has forged those qualities in us. To forget the

past is to lose identity This is what makes movies about amnesia so dramatic. If the protagonist does not know

what he did yesterday he cannot know who he is today.

Such amnesia can afflict whole cultures as well as individuals. The Czech novelist, Milan Kundera, fashioned a

parable about this in The Unbearable Lightness ofB&ng (1984). During the "Prague Spring" of 1968, when Soviet

tanks invade Czechoslovakia, resisters take down street signs to confuse the enemy forces and render their city

maps useless. But after the uprising is put down, and the novel's heroine goes back to familiar places, she finds new

street names put up by the conquerors, weakening the places' connections with her identity She can no longer

orient herself to her own past, which leaves her adrift in the present.

Jefferson to Hugh R Taylor 4 October 1823. The Writings of Thomas Jefferson, ed. A. A. Lipscomb and A. E. Bergh (Washington. D.C.:

Thomas Jefferson Memorial Association of the United States. 1903-4), 15:473.



Precisely because the United States was forging its own ethos as a new form of government, Jefferson insisted

on preserving every bit of evidence that showed how this experiment in history came to be made. He collected

not only books by and about the American past. He acquired manuscripts, documents, maps, court records, all

kinds of evidence— about Native Americans, about the continental flora and fauna, about archaeological finds and

specimens. His care to preserve these was so great that he would not risk sending legal manuscripts to his old law

teacher, a short distance away in Williamsburg, where George Wythe was writing about Virginia's laws. Wythe

would have to come to Jefferson, since some documents were "so rotten that in turning a leaf it sometimes falls

into powder."^

Jefferson used the most advanced conservation techniques available to him: "These I preserve by wrapping and

sewing them in oil cloth, so that neither air nor moisture can have access to them."^ When Jefferson sold his

extensive library to the nation, to reestablish a library for Congress's use after the Capitol was burnt in the War of

1812, he passed on the duty of preserving the evidence of our history to our elected representatives.

Jefferson's books were first catalogued in Congress according to his own tripartite system, arranged according

to the faculties of the mind— history (for the mind's memory), philosophy (for reason), and the arts (for

imagination). The same categories have been used to arrange this catalogue of special treasures from the huge col-

lection that Jefferson's original library has grown to include.

In a sense, everything in the Library is special. It is all a testimony to the nation's life. Jefferson collected and

preserved newspapers as well as classic books of theory. He had volumes of eighteen different newspapers bound

for future historians' use.^ Often a library's most useful future possessions are things that seemed trivial at the time

of their appearance.

2. Jefferson to George Wythe, 16 January 1796, Lipscomb and Bergh, Writings. 9:319.

3. Ibid.

4. Millicent Sowerby Catalogue of the Library of Thomas Jefferson (V\/ashington. D.C: Library of Congress. 1952), 1 :267-85.



We generally and loosely think of a library as a repository of books, written by authors— a place, as John Ruskin

said, where we go to commune with great minds speaking through great works. A library is that, of course

—

among other things. But sometimes we go to a library to consult things, not authors— maps, reports, genealogies,

old calendars, school yearbooks, laws, church records, election polls. These can affect our knowledge of our own

family the plats of land we live on or cultivate, the government we live under Yes, we go at times to find Plato in

the library But we also go to find ourselves, in the weave of testimonials to the past that formed us. And a histori-

cal collection, one that looks for a whole community's roots, will have many kinds of evidence— not only what was

written about an election, for instance, but the posters and "broadside" handout sheets that reflect what voters

actually saw and used in that election, and even the campaign ribbons of the candidates.

It may surprise some that campaign ribbons are among the treasures of a library— or more amazing, that the

contents of President Lincoln's pockets on the night when he was murdered are here, part of a bequest by

Lincoln's granddaughter These items are not only poignant reminders of the individual who owned them, but sam-

ples of what a prominent man of Lincoln's time would carry with him—glasses and a knife of American manufac-

ture, the odd souvenir (Confederate money), an embroidered handkerchief A moment in the cultural life of

Lincoln's time is frozen here, along with a sad reminder of his death.

Jefferson knew the importance of evidence that goes beyond the written word. In the home that housed his

library he had not only the reports of the Lewis and Clark expedition he himself dispatched to the West, but

materials they brought back with them; not only his refutation of Europe's claims about American animal remains,

but the bones of a no-longer-extant "mammoth"; not only carefully collected samples of Native American dialects,

but a large Indian painting on a buffalo hide; not only architectural drawings and textbooks, but engravings of fin-

ished buildings (including Mount Vernon). Monticello was a fully integrated and didactic assemblage of Americana

reflecting the experience of the entire country up to Jefferson's time. Even the library at Monticello, in which

Jefferson worked, had a historical item that he worked in—the chair from which he had presided over the Senate

as a vice-president. That part of his library was not sold to Congress since Jefferson was still using it. But in

bequests of published and written materials now, such artifacts are often included as part of the collection to be

sent on after the owner's death.

In this collection, as in any representation of American culture and its past, what must astound is the immense

diversity of our nation. By European standards, the United States stretches over a forbiddingly vast territory, one

to be filled up by people from different countries and ethnic backgrounds, speaking different languages, practicing

different religions. Some thought the country would be too heterogeneous to cohere. The multiplicity affected our

national character our laws, our institutions. Because of it, we did not, like all preceding Western cultures, have an

established national religion. Because of it, we have a two-party system based on compromise and inclusion, not a



parliamentary system of focused ideologies. (Doctrinal parties work in ethnically homogenous societies like Israel,

India, or Great Britain. In our heterogeneous society they would prove divisive.)

It IS natural, then, that one's first impression of the Library's exhibited treasures should be jumbled and dis-

parate. Here we have things apparently incommensurate— comic books and the Declaration of Independence, the

design for a macaroni machine and the design for the United States Capitol, a cookbook and the Gettysburg

Address. Wandering in this cavern of the national memories is like fumbling through the dark places of our individ-

ual past, as that fumbling was described by Saint Augustine;

/ reach the lawus ana spacious structures of memory, where treasures are stored—all the images conveyeJ there by

anil Of our senses, and, moreover, all the ideas derived bu expanding, contracting, or otherwise manipulating the

images; everything ticketed, here, and stored for preservation (everythiiiQ that has not been blotted out, in the inter-

val, and buried in oblivion). Some things, summoned, are instantly delivered up, though others require a longer

search, to be drawn from recesses less penetrable. And all the while jumbled memories flirt out on their own, inter-

rupting the search for what we want, pestering: "Wasn t it us you were seeking? A/y heart strenuously waves these

things off from mil memori/s cja:e until the dim thinci sought arrives, at last, fresh from depths, let other things are

summoned up in easy sequence, linked things passing in sequence, to be laid back in the same order, recallable at

will—which happens whenever I recite a passage from memory. ^

What binds together disparate things in our personal memory is the intimate connection of them all with our

own life. And the more one moves about among the treasures of the Library of Congress, the more ties one begins

to feel between each item and the nation's life story Finding such connections is a rewarding personal challenge.

Early comic books, for instance, remind us what a visual culture ours has been, even before the television age.

This forms a link between the comics and Theodore Roosevelt's letter to his son, which tells a story partly in pic-

tures; and it takes us even further back, to the "Hieroglyphick Bible" that made the most sacred stories available

to children. That Bible is the ancestor of the "classic comics" I read in my childhood {Moby Dick was more memo-

rable for me in that format than in the movie later made with Gregory Peck). If you have any doubt that a simply

drawn visual image can have great power, just look at Paul Conrad's "cartoon" on Justice Thurgood Marshall's

death, which powerfully fuses the idea of permanent architecture and the image of a fallen tree in the forest, sta-

bility and fragility joined in a wrenching paradox. All these things are, in a sense, descendants of the pictograph

Indian buffalo hide at Monticello.

5. Saint Augustine. Confessions 10.8.



Other connections almost force themselves upon us—the mingled kinds of music to which our country has

always moved: hymns, war songs, Native American flute music, African-American jazz, Broadway shows. The civil

rights leader Andrew Young wrote that "freedom songs" kept demonstrators united and hopeful during the

marches that were pelted with rocks, obscenities, and spittle. America has always moved fot^vard to the accompa-

niment of its freedom songs, not only Sousa marches but songs like Leonard Bernstein's "Something's Coming," a

typically American combination of the hesitant and the plunging when Americans look to the future.

An equally persistent theme is that of law. Ours is one of the modern world's first written constitutions. And

law is something everyone can resort to in our litigious society Thurgood Marshall was famous for pleading and

winning cases in the Supreme Court long before he took his seat on that bench. The cases of Susan B. Anthony

and of William Gobitis [sic] show how private citizens can take the rights of women or religious minorities before

the nation's tribunals.

Another thing that must haunt any representative collection of Americana is space. Our patriotic song gets it

right: "Oh beautiful for spooous skies." The sheer extent of the American continent was hard to comprehend, even

as its reach was being revealed in things like the Lewis and Clark voyage of discovery or the Louisiana Purchase

that doubled the area of the United States. The lure of westward lands led to the glorification of "the frontier,"

and to a nature mysticism seen in the paintings and photographs of the continent's natural beauties—Yellowstone

and Yosemite and Grand Canyon, or Black Canyon as it is seen in this collection.

Maps were not only instruments of knowledge but of power to the growing nation. Expansion came by way of

land speculation, which involved careful checking of territorial rights, legal claims, and investment areas. Many a

young American based his later career on a period as surveyor George Washington surveyed not only the nascent

city of Alexandria, Virginia, but whole tracts west of the Blue Ridge Mountains. A sense of the wonder of the

American landscape can be gained not only from paintings by a Bierstadt or a Church but from the topographical

map created by Hal Shelton, which demonstrates the aesthetic quality of scientific precision applied to cartography

I said earlier that everything related to our national history can be considered a treasure—which was



Jefferson's view, But treasure is used in a more restricted sense for the purposes of this exhibit. It refers to things

of more obvious or immediate interest. Tal<e, for instance, the collection of scheduled programs for NBC radio.

That is a rich trove for people studying the years reported on by NBC news, or for cultural historians interested in

the history of American taste (in music, comedy and drama), or for historians of radio technology and corporate

growth. Those are relatively specialized interests for most of us. But we can all feel the drama implicit in one such

daybook—that for December 7, 1941. This shows us how the nation learned, gradually and by ever more stunning

reports, of an attack on Pearl Harbor that would tear across the tissue of our lives, just as it intruded on, scram-

bled, and made irrelevant all the planned programming that had to be sacrificed to urgent bulletins by NBC.

Insurance documents seem very dry things in general. But they are often the key to vital parts of our past. My

historian son established the date of a plantation house on display at the Henry Ford Museum from a neglected

insurance document in Maryland. Maps of insured areas and structures allow us to call up the shape of things

past— including the Tombstone plat on which the O.K. Corral, of shoot-out fame, is traceable. In this case, a docu-

ment pins down to hard historical reality a tale that could otherwise float off into realms of mere fancy or legend.

We tend to treat as special— a treasure in that sense— early samples of what became a regular part of later

life: the ancestor of the baseball card, for instance, or early comics. Or the first edition of a book like The Wizard of

Oz, which has become as fixed in our psyche as ancestral legend, so that we need to be reminded that it had a

specific beginning in the mind of a single author (not a whole "Folk"). The Library of Congress is especially strong

on such "firsts," since it keeps the records of copyright applications.

If it is interesting to see the start of a series of things, it is even more amazing to see the faltering origins of

unique things—to see Jefferson fumbling his way toward the lapidary statement of rights in the Declaration of

Independence, or to see an early draft of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, a draft that has almost (but not quite)

achieved the final polish we know from books, or to look at the first form of what would become the

Emancipation Proclamation. We are present at the creation when we look at these marks, made by a hand still lis-

tening for the mind's last precisions. It is a genetic process we stare at, not just an inert page.



^ Me mory ^

All the Items in this collection are historical in the broad sense. They are markers from our past. The

songs are part of the history of art, the laws are part of the history of government. But Jefferson took

"history" in a more restricted sense when he set up his first category of things principally to be remem-

bered. Individual events are the stuff of history, according to Aristotle, concrete happenings, not philo-

sophical abstractions or artistic symbolizations (Jefferson's three categories are already there in

Aristotle).' Here we can see religious communities articulating their early efforts on this continent

—

Puritans publishing the country's first book (a Psalter), Jews expressing their devotion to the new country

led by President Washington, German Pietists creating a hymnal that eventually came into the possession

of Benjamin Franklin. Here are memorable things from political campaigns— or military campaigns. We

see Custer not at the Battle of the Little Bighorn, where he died, but in the Civil War, where he earned

the fame put at risk in the West. The Flagg poster from World War I became one of the most famous

icons of our past. The costume that Orson Welles designed for his production of Doctor Faustus (mount-

ed when he was twenty-two years old) is not simply an artifact from theatrical lore. It represents an

important moment in the New Deal's history since Welles (and his partner John Houseman) were doing

work for the Federal Theatre Project. In fact, they called their production company at the time Project

891, after the number of the Works Progress Administration subsidy for the theater^

The preservation of the Welles production items as part of the WPA records is an example of the

way mere government records can enclose, like a fly in amber, a whole event or experience from the

1. Aristotle, Poetics 51 a36-b 15.

2, David Thomson, Rosebud,- The Story of Orson Welles (New York: Alfred A, Knopf, 1996), 64.



past. The careful ordering of such materials provides a stunning foil to the disorder and chaos of the

hero's vast possessions in Welles's great movie, Citizen Kane. The clues to a man's past go up in fire at

that picture's end, a symbol of disorderly memory reflecting a disorderly life— a life devoted to sheer

acquisition without the sorting and evaluating that shape an identity by articulating one's surroundings.

The exhibit that perhaps best encapsulates the historical role of the Library collection is that which

shows Groucho Marx boasting of the fact that the Library of Congress had asked for his papers— papers

that are an invaluable store of information on the many arts Marx mastered (vaudeville, Broadway

movies, radio, and television) and the many people he dealt with over the years. The clip from The

Tonight Show with Johnny Carson is itself a historical document illustrating how the Library creates and

updates its materials, and then records that process as it is reflected in the popular culture.

For those of us who have warm memories of both Groucho Marx and Johnny Carson, this television

moment marks a point where our personal memories and the national collection intersect. By doing this,

it vividly represents the encounter between the personal and the national, the private and the public,

that occurs constantly in exposure to these treasures—the sifting and revaluing of things in our memory

that give us the tools for self-criticism and for envisioning our own contributions to the store of national

initiatives. If we cannot all, like Jefferson, collect materials that register the nation's history we can all

appreciate the results of that process— and then make some history of our own. Whatever we make of

our own time, the Library will be there to record and remember it.

G. Wills



AMERICA'S FIRST BOOK

This humble and well-worn hymnal was printed in 1640 in Cambridge, Massachusetts, by Stephen Daye, first print-

er of the Massachusetts Bay Colony It is the very f rst book printed in what is now the United States. Known as

The Bay Psalm Book, but really titled The Whole Booke ofPsalmes Faithfully Translated into English Metre, it represents

what was most sacred to the Puritans— a faithful translation of God's Word, to be sung in worship by the entire

congregation. Other Protestant denominations relied on selected paraphrases of the Scripture, but the Puritans

believed this could compromise their salvation. The same faith that compelled them to leave England and strike

out for the New World prompted them to commit this text to print before all others.
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Like any book that Is used every day The Bay Psalm Book suffered much handling overtime. One of only eleven

copies known to have survived to the present day, this volume was first saved, about 1700, by a book collector,

then a student at Harvard College, who later gave his library, including this book, to Old South Church in Boston.

There it lay in the church steeple, half-forgotten, until the mid nineteenth century when the cash-strapped church

sold it to Bible collector George Livermore. In 1894, businessman, philanthropist, and book collector Alfred White

purchased it at auction. It was donated to the Library of Congress in 1966 by his daughter, Annie Jean Van

Sinderen, who recognized that America's national library would not be complete without a copy of America's first

book. This copy takes its place at the head of the American Imprint Collection at the Library which represents

almost half of the nearly forty thousand works published in our country before 1801.
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SINGING FOR SALVATION

The principal source for the music of the German Seventh-Day Baptists, a group that immigrated to Pennsylvania

in 1732, this manuscript is inscribed with a title that unrolls in the full proliferation of German Pietism: "The Bitter

good, or the song of the lonesome turtledove, the Christian church here on earth, in the valley of sadness, where

it bemoans its 'widowhood' and at the same time sings of another, future reunion [with God]."

Johann Conrad Beissel, founder of the Seventh-Day Baptists, served not only as spiritual director of the group

but also as its composer, devising his own system of composition. His method is described in chapter eight of

Thomas Mann's 1947 novel Doktor Faustus:

He accrcca that tlicrc slioiiU he "masters" ana "servants" in every scale . . . Ana those syllahles upon which the accent lay had

always to he presentea hy a "master, the unaccentea hy a "servant."

With these rules Beissel set to music the hymn texts of his denomination (many of which he had written) and

large passages of the Bible. He is said to have hoped to set the entire Bible to music in this system. In performance

his music seems almost willfully awkward to those accustomed to normal German hymnody— or even to the

homegrown hymntunes of the late-eighteenth-century English-language American tunesmiths— but the passionate

need to express the words of the text is never in doubt. This style of music declined after Beissel's death in 1768.

The group's illuminated musical manuscripts were hand-lettered in Fraktur and are among the earliest original

music composed in the British colonies. This volume was once in the possession of Benjamin Franklin, and a note

on the flyleaf reads: "April 1775. This curious book was lent me by Doctor Franklin just before he set out for

Pennsylvania."



AN INDISPENSABLE COMPANION

One of the most fascinating cartographic formats represented in the Library's holdings is a collection of eight

powder horns inscribed with maps, dating from the time of the French and Indian War and the American

Revolutionary Wan For soldiers, hunters, or frontiersmen in the late colonial period, powder horns were indispens-

able companbns to their muskets. Fashioned out of cow or ox horns, they made convenient containers for carrying

and protecting gunpowder Usually handmade, these horns were often inscribed with rhymes, references to par-

ticular campaigns, names of forts ortov^fns, diary entries, or maps. Since maps were scarce during the time period,

it is possible that map-inscribed powder horns served as guides for their owners, but it is more likely that the map

images provided records or nnementos of the areas that the owners traversed or the campaigns in which they

were involved.

The fxDwder horn shov^m here is undated and unsigned, although it is believed to date from between 1757 and

1760. It shows the Hudson and Mohawk River valleys, as well as Lake Champlain and Lake Ontario, waterways that

served as the major arteries of travel between New York Gty (portrayed pictorially at the bottom ofthe horn)

and the St. Lawrence River Valley to the north, and the Great Lakes to the west. Numerous tov^ms and forts along

the route are named, and houses, windmills, boats, and other details enliven the design. The horn also bears a

British coat of arms, suggesting the owner was an American colonial or British soldier

This powder horn is part ofthe Peter Force Collection, which the Library of Congress purchased by an act of

Congress in 1867 Force (1790-1868) w^the preeminent collector of Americana (including maps) during the first

half ofthe nineteenth century.
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A NARRATIVE OF UNCOMMON SUFFERINGS

This first slave narrative independently printed in the North American colonies recounts the adventures of Briton

Hammon (fl. 1760) during an extended absence from his master, which included a shipv^reck off the Florida capes,

captivity among cannibalistic Indians, imprisonment by pirates in Havana, and service on several British gun ships,

one of which saw action against the French. Told in the picaresque style of the popular "rake's progress" literature,

this tale is representative of the early slave narrative genre and at the same time an example of another popular

genre— captivity tales:

As soon as the \csscl was piirnt aouii to the Water's edge, the Indians stooJJor the Shore, together with our Boat, on hoard

oj which they put D hands. After we came to the Shore, they led me to their Hutts, where I expected nothing but immediate

Death, and as they spoke broken Enghsh, were often telling me, while coming from the Sloop to the Shore, that they mtended

to roast me alive. But the Proiidence of God order a it otherways, for He appeared for my Help, in tnis Mount or

Diiriculty, and they were better to me than my Fears, and soon unbound me, but set a L'uard over me every Night.

This copy is one of only two known extant and was formerly in the great Americana library of the nineteenth-cen-

tury collector George Brinley of Hartford, Connecticut.

Among the nearly six thousand known slave narratives, the Library has significant examples of all types, includ-

ing eighteenth-century pieces published separately for slave or former-slave authors, those published with the aid of

nineteenth-century abolitionist editors, and an extensive compilation of ex-slave testimonials by the Works

Progress Administration's Federal Writers' Project in the 1930s.
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GENERAL WASHINGTON TAKES COMMAND

George Washington (1732-1799), leader of the revolutionary movement in Virginia and a former British colonial

army officer was commissioned "commander-in-chief of the army of the United Colonies of all the forces raised

and to be raised by them" on June 19, 1775, by delegates at the Continental Congress. The commission is written

on vellum and signed by John Hancock of Massachusetts, president of the Continental Congress, and by Charles

Thomson of Pennsylvania, secretary of the Continental Congress.

General Washington had been formally appointed commander in chief on June 15, 1775. The four-day differ-

ence between his appointment and his commission date is due to the lengthy preparation of the document. While

other men, such as John Hancock himself, may have entertained hopes of receiving the appointment. General

Washington was reluctant, writing to his wife, Martha, in a June 18, 1775, letter; "You may believe me my dear

Patsy when I assure you in the most solemn manner that, so far from seeking this appointment, I have used every

endeavor in my power to avoid it." Nevertheless, Washington set out immediately to take command of the

American army that was besieging the British forces in Boston, Massachusetts.
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''TO BIGOTRY NO SANCTION,
TO PERSECUTION NO ASSISTANCE"

This congratulatory address, written by Moses Seixas (1744-1809), was presented by the Hebrew Congregation in

Newport, Rhode Island, on behalf of "the children of the stock of Abraham" to President George Washington on

August 17, 1790, on the occasion of his visit to the city In his address, Seixas referred to past persecutions of the

Jews and then lauded the new nation's comnnitment to religious liberty:

Deprlvea as we neretofcre nave been of the invaluahle rignts oj jree citizens, we now (witn a Jeep sense oj gratitude to the

Almighty disposer of all events) behold a government erected by the Majesty of the People—a Government which to bigotry

gives no sanction, to persecution no assistance, but generously affording to All liberty of conscience and ininninities of

L itizenslup, deenvng every one, of whatever Nation, tongue, or language, equal parts of the great governmental machme.

In his reply. President Washington echoed Seixas's words:

It is now no more that toleration is spoken of as if it was the indulgence of one class of people that another enjoyed the exer-

cise of their inherent natural rignts. For happily, the government of the United States, which gives to bigotry no sanction, to

persecution no assistance, requires only that they who live under its protection should demean themselves as good citizens, in

giving it on all occasions their effectual support.

These two letters were published in several newspapers that year and thus became the first presidential declara-

tion of the free and equal status of Jews in America. Seixas's original formulation, "To bigotry ... no sanction, to

persecution no assistance," became—through its use by President Washington— a cherished expression of

America's abiding commitment to safeguard the rights and freedoms of all its inhabitants.
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FOR PRESIDENT, ABRAM LINCOLN

Use of the graphic arts to promote the aims of political parties and their candidates has a rich tradition in

American history, and the I860 presidential campaign was no exception. Brightly colored banners, outrageous

political cartoons, sentimental sheet music covers, patriotic portraits, and visually stirring certificates of member-

ship to rival political clubs were printed to sv^ay individual voters and popular opinion. This bold campaign banner

supports the candidacy of Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865) during his first (and victorious) presidential campaign in

I860. The flag was meant to hang like a banner in parades and other political spectacles, so that Lincoln's face

would be oriented vertically The printer liberally changed the spelling of Lincoln's first name ("Abram") to accom-

modate his design. The Library has a rich collection of graphic political ephemera, much of which, like this piece,

came through copyright deposit.
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''WE ARE NOT ENEMIES, BUT FRIENDS"

In composing his first inaugural address, delivered March 4, 1861, Abraham Lincoln focused on shoring up his sup-

port in the North without further alienating the South, where he was almost universally hated or feared. For guid-

ance and inspiration, he turned to four historic documents, all concerned directly or indirectly with states' rights:

Daniel Webster's 1830 reply to Robert Y. Hayne; President Andrew Jackson's Nullification Proclamation of 1832;

Henry Clay's compromise speech of 1850; and the U.S. Constitution. His initial effort—two versions of its first and

last pages shown here—was set in type and printed at the office of the IWmois State journal. Though beautifully

written, this "First Draft" of the address was perhaps too harsh for its intended purpose, a fact Lincoln may have

recognized, for he readily accepted recommended changes from trusted friends and political advisors.

The finished address avoided any mention of the Republican Party platform, which condemned all efforts to

reopen the African slave trade and denied the authority of Congress or a territorial legislature to legalize slavery in

the territories. The address also denied any plan on the part of the Lincoln administration to interfere with the
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institution of slavery in states where it existed. But to Lincoln, the Union, which he saw as older even than the

Constitution, was perpetual and unbroken, and secession legally impossible.

In the famous concluding paragraph Lincoln incorporated several changes proposed by William H. Seward, the

future secretary of state. The style, however, is purely Lincoln's own:

I am loth to close. We are not enemies, hut friends. We must not he enemies. Though passion may have strained, it nnist not

hreak our bonds of affection. The mystic chords of memory, streltjcliing from every hattle-fielJ, ana patriot grave, to every lie-

mg heart ana hearthstone, all over this hroaa la)ia, will yet swell the chorus of the Union, when again touched, as surely they

wtll he, hy the better angels of our nature.

The two surviving copies of the "First Draft" and four of the five known copies of the circulated draft are in

the Robert Todd Lincoln Papers in the Library of Congress.



CEORCE CUSTER'S CIVIL WAR COMMAND

George Armstrong Custer (1839-1876), who lost his life but achieved immortality at the Battle of the Little Bighorn

in June 1876, first became known for his military exploits on behalf of the Union army during the Civil War. He

began the war as a second lieutenant assigned to the Second Cavalry and served at the Battle of Bull Run. His

efforts during the Peninsular campaign in spring 1862 convinced Gen. George McClellan to add him to his staff and

by war's end Custer had become one of the most celebrated and decorated officers in the Northern army

In fall 1864, now a colonel in the regular army and a major general of the volunteer corps, Custer took over the

Third Cavalry Division in support of the Shenandoah Valley campaign led by Gen. Philip Sheridan. During the cam-

paign, Sheridan's men forced Confederate troops from the valley which served the South as a major source of

produce and provisions, and proceeded to burn and destroy homes, farms, and fields full of crops as they returned

North. Custer so distinguished himself during the campaign that his division was given a prominent role in pursuing

Gen, Robert E. Lee's Confederate army as it fled from Richmond in April 1865. It was Custer who received the

Confederate flag of truce, which led to Lee's surrender at Appomattox Court House on the morning of April 9.

This sketch of Custer's division retiring from Mount Jackson in the Shenandoah Valley on October 7, 1864, is by

Alfred Waud. Recognized as the best of the Civil War sketch artists who drew the war for the nation's pictorial

press, Waud could render a scene quickly and accurately with an artist's eye for composition and a reporter's

instinct for human interest. At a time when the shutter speed of cameras was not fast enough to capture action,

the public's only glimpse of battle came from sketch artists. Waud's apparent courage under fire and passion for

the men he depicted drew him dangerously close to the fighting, and his drawings portray more intimately than

those by any other artist the drama and horror of this country's most devastating conflict.
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ARTIFACTS OF ASSASSINATION

When Abraham Lincoln was shot at Ford's Theatre in Washington, D.C, on April 14, 1865, he was carrying two

pairs of spectacles and a lens polisher a pocketknife, a watch fob, a linen handkerchief, and a brown leather wallet

containing a five-dollar Confederate note and nine newspaper clippings, including several favorable to the president

and his policies. Given to his son Todd upon his death, these everyday items, which through association with

tragedy had become like relics, were kept in the Lincoln family for over seventy years. They came to the Library in

1937 as part of the generous bequest of Lincoln's granddaughter Mary Lincoln Isham, that included several books

and daguerreotypes, a silver inkstand, and Mary Todd Lincoln's seed pearl necklace and matching bracelets.

It is quite unusual for the Library to keep personal artifacts among its holdings, and they were not put on dis-

play until 1976, when then Librarian of Congress Daniel Boorstin thought their exposure would humanize a man

who had become "mythologically engulfed." But the availability of these artifacts has only piqued interest in the

Lincoln myth—the contents of Lincoln's pockets have been among the items visitors to the Library most often ask

to see.

One of the most complete representations of conspiracy literature as well as newspaper accounts ofthe assas-

sination, like that in the New York Times displayed here, was assembled by Alfred Whital Stern. The most extensive

collection of Lincolniana ever assembled by a private individual. Stern's important gift to the Library in 1953 includ-

ed books, broadsides, paintings, photographs, medals, manuscripts, and memorabilia.
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TOMBSTONE, ARIZONA

The O.K. Corral, where the notorious gunfight of the Earp brothers and Doc Holliday versus the Qanton gang

took place on October 26, 1881, is shown (between 3rd and 4th Streets, bounded by Fremont on the north and

Allen on the south) in this 1886 fire insurance map of Tombstone. Arizona. This map is one of over 700,000 fire

insurance map sheets produced by the Sanborn Map Company for more than twelve thousand American cities

and towns from the 1870s until the 1950s. These maps were prepared primarily to assist insurance underwriters in

determining the risk involved in insuring individual properties.

During the first half of the nineteenth century, most fire insurance companies were small and based in a single

city. Consequently the underwriters could themselves examine properties they were about to insure. However as

insurance companies became larger and expanded their coverage to numerous cities, a mapping industry devel-

oped to support this need. The Sanborn Map Company of New York eventually came to dominate the insurance

mapping business.

As the Tombstone map illustrates, fire insurance maps provide a block-by-block inventory of the buildings in

the built-up or congested parts of tov\ms. The outline or footprint of each building is indicated, and the buildings

are color coded to show the construction material (pink for brick; yellow for wood; brown for adobe). Numbers

inside the lower right corner of each building indicate how many stories the building had, while the numbers out-

side the building on the street front refer to the sti^eet addresses, allowing researchers to correlate these locations

with census records and city directories. Individual dwellings are marked with "D" or "Dwg," but the residents or

owners are not identified. Factories, businesses (such as hotels, saloons, and liveries), churches, schools, and other

public buildings (city hall, assay office, and library) are labeled by name.

Today, fire insurance maps are used for a wide variety of research purposes including genealogy, urban history

and geography historical preservation, and environmental studies. The Library accumulated its unsurpassed collec-

tion of fire insurance maps primarily through copyright deposit In addition, the Bureau ofthe Census transferred a

set of maps updated with pasted-on corrections through the mid-1950s to the Library of Congress in 1967.
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RECORDING CULTURAL EXPRESSION

The first field recordings of Native American nnusic contain Passamaquoddy songs, tales, and vocabulary, sung and

spoken by Noel Josephs and Peter Selmore, as recorded by Jesse Walter Fewkes (1850-1930) at Calais, Maine, in

mid-March 1890. The cylinder recording technique was patented by Thomas Edison in 1878, and by 1888 machines

were becoming commercially available for use with prerecorded cylinders. But it was Fewkes, the man in the pho-

tograph, who first realized the potential of the cylinder recorder to revolutionize the methods of documenting

human cultural expression. Knowing that he would participate in the Hemenway expedition to Hopi and Zuni

pueblos in the Southwest during the summer of 1890, he decided to test the brand-new technology closer to his

home in Boston. Delighted with the results, he immediately published enthusiastic accounts of the process and of

his results in three journals, thereby spreading the word of the "talking machine's" utility to folklorists, linguists, eth-

nologists, and other interested parties. As he himself said on a cylinder recording in 1891, "You can talk into it as-

fast-as-you-like, or you can speak a-s d-e-l-i-b-e-r-a-t-e-l-y a-s y-o-u c-h-o-o-s-e. In either case, it reproduces

exactly what you say." This was significant because "the necessity of work with the phonograph in preserving the

languages of the aborigines of this continent is imperative."

The two cylinders in the photograph are among those recorded in Maine between March 15 and 17, 1890. They

came to the Library in 1970 from the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University The

cylinder machine in the photo, while not the same model as Fewkes used, is a Columbia Graphophone, Model N,

marketed in 1895 and manufactured in Washington, D.C.
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A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Though the huggable "Teddy bear" was named after him, Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919), who served as the

president of the United States from 1901 to 1909, strove for a life that embodied his ideal of assertive masculinity.

He was at various times an outdoor sportsman, explorer western rancher and soldier as well as an aggressive

political leader and writer on history and public affairs.

While the American people had ample opportunity to observe Roosevelt's public side, he kept his personal

relationships extremely private. The letter reproduced here shows an aspect of Roosevelt's life seldom seen by the

public.

Roosevelt established a residence in the nation's capital during his six years with the U.S. Civil Service

Commission. But his family also spent time at Sagamore Hill, their Long Island residence, during Washington, D.C.'s

sweltering summers in the era before air-conditioning. Bound by duties in Washington, D.C., Roosevelt sent this

letter dated July II, 1890, to his young son, Theodore Roosevelt, Jr, who was summering at Sagamore Hill. The

illustrated letter was to be shown and read aloud to his three-year-old boy who could not yet read.
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"THE MOST FAMOUS POSTER IN THE WORLD"

Originally published as the cover for the July 6, 1916, issue of Leslie's Weekly with the title "What Are You Doing for

Preparedness?" this portrait of "Uncle Sam" went on to become— according to its creator James Montgomery

Flagg
—

"the most famous poster in the world." Over four million copies were printed between 1917 and 1918, as

the United States entered World War I and began sending troops and materiel into war zones.

Flagg (1877-1960) contributed forty-six works to support the war effort. He was a member of the first Civilian

Preparedness Committee organized in New York in 1917 and chaired by Grosvenor Clarkson. He also served as a

member of Charles Dana Gibson's Committee of Pictorial Publicity which was organized under the federal govern-

ment's Committee on Public Information, headed by George Creel.

Because of its overwhelming popularity the image was later adapted for use in World War II. Upon presenting

President Franklin Delano Roosevelt a copy of the poster Flagg remarked that he had been his own model for

Uncle Sam to save the modeling fee. Roosevelt was impressed and replied: "I congratulate you on your resource-

fulness in saving model hire. Your method suggests Yankee forebears."

Uncle Sam is one of the most popular personifications of the United States. However the term "Uncle Sam" is

of somewhat obscure derivation. Historical sources attribute the name to a meat packer who supplied meat to

the army during the War of 1812—Samuel (Uncle Sam) Wilson (1766-1854). "Uncle Sam" Wilson was a man of

great fairness, reliability, and honesty, who was devoted to his country— qualities now associated with "our" Uncle

Sam.
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DOCUMENTING THE '' FORGOTTEN" PEOPLE

When they met in November 1934, photographer Dorothea Lange (1895-1965) and economist Paul Taylor

(1895-1984) made a formidable team of advocates for improving living conditions of migrant laborers. Their illus-

trated reports provided clear accounts of the systemic causes of the problems and the need for governmental

response. Lange herself selected, cropped, printed, mounted, and captioned the photographs in the reports. Her

captions incorporate the very words of the people pictured, telling their own stories.

Armed with these forceful reports, H. E. Drobish, director of California's Rural Rehabilitation Office of the

Emergency Relief Administration, stated in his request for federal funding to build housing camps for workers:

"These laborers stand at the foot of the socioeconomic scale in our state. . . . These are the 'forgotten men,

women, and children' of rural California but on these people the crops of California depend."

Between 1935 and 1943, Lange and other top-caliber photographers hired by Roy Stryker of the Resettlement

Administration produced what was to become the world's best-known photographic survey the Farm Security

Administration (FSA) collection. These report albums came to the Library of Congress as part of that collection

when it was transferred from the FSA in the 1940s.
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ORSON WELLES REVOLUTIONIZES THEATER

Orson Welles (1915-1985) was only twenty-two when he directed, designed costumes for, and appeared in the

title role of The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus. This 1937 Federal Theatre Project (FTP) production of

Christopher Marlowe's rarely staged Elizabethan play was, artistically one of the most notable productions in the

history of the American theater. Welles's highly innovative use of costumes, lighting, and a series of trapdoors

resulted in a production in which the sense of black magic and damnation was all-pervasive.

Although the set design was very simple, the production was given intense visual effect through powerfully

dramatic lighting and splendid costume coloring. The cardinal's vivid costume with its luxurious folds was designed

to stand out against an essentially black thrust stage that was punctuated from the sides and above with a com-

plex arrangement of lights.

Doctor Faustus is thought to be the only instance in which Welles designed costumes for the theater It is also

an early instance of racially integrated casting. Jack Carter whose elegant and austere Mephistopheles contrasted

mightily with the explosive Faustus of Welles, had appeared as Macbeth in the 1936 all-black production of

Shakespeare's play often known as the "Voodoo Macbeth" (also directed by Welles for the FTP in New York City).

Established in the administration of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the Federal Theatre Project was part

of the Works Progress Administration and was active from 1935 to 1939 It was administered entirely by, and was

wholly a function of, the federal government and was intended to provide employment for theater professionals

during the Great Depression. FTP productions included plays, musical revues, vaudeville, dance, children's theater

puppetry, and circus performance. There were also black theater and Yiddish, French, German, Italian, and

Spanish language presentations. There has been nothing comparable to it since.

The Library's Federal Theatre Project Archives consist of a wide variety of materials documenting the stage

productions actually mounted or considered by FTP companies. The archives include scripts, often elaborately

marked to function as production guides, costume and set designs, posters, photographs, playbills, and publicity

materials.
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COD BLESS AMERICA

America's unofficial national anthem was composed by an immigrant who left his home in Siberia for America

when he was only five years old. The original version of "God Bless America" was written by Irving Berlin

(1888-1989) during the summer of 1918 at Camp Upton, located in Yaphank, Long Island, for his Ziegfeld-style

revue, Yip, Yip. Yaphank. "Make her victorious on land and foam, God Bless America . .

." ran the original lyric.

However Berlin decided that the solemn tone of "God Bless America" was somewhat out of keeping with the

more comedic elements of the show and the song was laid aside.

In the fall of 1938, as war was again threatening Europe, Berlin decided to write a "peace" song. He recalled his

"God Bless America" from twenty years earlier and made some alterations to reflect the different state of the

world. Singer Kate Smith introduced the revised "God Bless America" during her radio broadcast on Armistice

Day 1938. The song was an immediate sensation; the sheet music was in great demand. Berlin soon established the

God Bless America Fund, dedicating the royalties to the Boy and Girl Scouts of America.

Berlin's file of manuscripts and lyric sheets for this quintessentially American song includes manuscripts in the

hand of Berlin's longtime musical secretary Helmy Kresa (Berlin himself did not read and write music), as well as

lyric sheets, and corrected proof copies for the sheet music. These materials document not only the speed with

which Berlin revised this song, but also his attention to detail. The first proof copy is dated October 31, 1938; the

earliest "final" version of the song is a manuscript dated November 2; and Kate Smith's historic broadcast took

place on November II. These documents show the song's step-by-step evolution from the original version of 1918

to the tune we now know.

These manuscripts are part of the Irving Berlin Collection, a remarkable collection that includes Berlin's per-

sonal papers as well as the records of the Irving Berlin Music Corp. It was presented to the Library of Congress in

1992 by Berlin's daughters, Mary Ellin Barrett, Linda Louise Emmet, and Elizabeth Irving Peters.
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"WE INTERRUPT THIS BROADCAST . . ."

In addition to holding the most extensive radio broadcast collection in the country (nearly three-quarters of a mil-

lion recordings), the Library of Congress offers researchers unparalleled print documentation of the medium. The

NBC Radio Collection at the Library includes hundreds of thousands of scripts, business correspondence, bound

press releases, and programming documentation.

This annotated script of a December 7, 1941, news report on the bombing of Pearl Harbor includes the

announcer's markings for emphasis. The NBC "program analysis" index card outlines all of the network's news

broadcasts of that day including the break in regularly scheduled programming to announce the tragic news from

Pearl Harbor Other NBC documentation now at the Library outlines nearly every program heard over the net-

work throughout World War II, including the debates that preceded our entry into the war. Described in detail, for

example, are programs aired in 1941 devoted to the Fight for Freedom Committee, which promoted intervention

and aid to Britain, as well as programs devoted to the isolationist America First Committee. Recordings of more

than half of these programs are also in the collections of the Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound

Division. The Library's radio collections provide not only the means to monitor the progress of World War II as

experienced on the home front, but, through the extensive Armed Forces Radio and Television Service Collection,

to hear American entertainment and information as heard by the fighting American forces abroad.

The microphone pictured was used by Joseph Nathan Kane to broadcast his Famous First Facts radio series

of 1938.
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B pesyjibTaTe ofiMeHa uneHtiu b MocBse, HHeBmero iiecTO

l<i EBrycTa c.r. h ycTaHOBHJi, qTO npeubep mhhhctp BejiHK0(5pH-

TaHMH r.^Iep^H^Bb cjHTaeT HesosMOKHOi^ opraHHsauMio BToporo

(j)poHTa B Espone b i94ii rofly.

KaK HaaecTHO, opraHnaauHfl BToporo $poHTa b Espone b

1942 ro^yf fiujia npeflpeneHa bo Bpeufl nocemeHMs Mojiotobum JIoh-

flOHa H OHa dajia OTpaKeua b corJiacoBeHHBw aHrjio-coBeTCKOM

KouuFOHHKe, onyCjiHKOBauHOu 12 HioHH c.r.

HsBecTHO TaKKe, ito opraHHsauiiH BToporo ^poHTa b EBpo-

ne Huejia CBoea ueflbio OTB^eqeHHe HeneiiKHx cha c BocToqHoro

(jipoHTa Ha sanafl, cosflaHHe na sanafle cepbesHOfi 6a3u conpoiHB-

jieHHH HeueiiKO-iJjamiicTCKHii CHflaii m oCnerueHHe TaKHu ofipasou

noJiomeHHfl coBeicKHX boSck Ha CoBeTCKO-repuaHCKOM li'POnie b

1942 rosy.

BnojiHe noHHTHO, «to CoteTOKoe KouaHflOEaHHe cTpoHjio

njian cbohx jibthhx h ooeHHHx onepana b pacqeTe na cosflaHMe

BToporo (jjpoHTa B EBpone b 1942 voRj

.

JlePKO noHflTb, tiTO OTKas npaBMTejibCTBa BeaiiKo6pMTaHnn ot

cosflaHHH BToporo (})poHTa B 1942 rofly b Espone HanocHT uopaJib-

hhB y^ap Bcefl coBeTCKoW oOmecTBeHHOCTH, pacc<iHTUBaioinea na

cosflaHHe BToporo 4.poHTa, ocjioKHHeT noJioEeHHe KpacHOii ApunH

Ha (JipoHTe H HaHOCHT ymepfi nJiaHaM CoseTCKOro KouaHflOBaHMH.

fl yae He roBopio o tom, mo saTpyflHeHHH bjih KpacHoa

ApuHH, cosflaiomHecfl b pesyabraTe OTKaaa ot cosflaHHH BTOporo

^poHTa B 1942 rofly, HecDOHeHHO ^jojimhu Cyflyi yxyfliDHTb BoeHHoe

MEMO FROM JOSEPH STALIN

In August 1942 President Franklin Delano Roosevelt appointed W. Avereil Harriman (1891-1986), head of the

American Lend-lease Program, to represent the United States at a conference with British Prime Minister

Winston Churchill and Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin. The Moscow conference sought a common understanding of

Soviet and Anglo-American military plans in the war against Hitler's Germany and was the highest level meeting to

that time of the three allies. At the conference Churchill delivered some unwelcome news. He told Stalin that

Western military planners had concluded that an Anglo-American invasion of Europe that year was military folly

The Soviets, however, desperately wanted a "second front" to relieve Nazi pressure. (By that time German forces

had taken much of the western Soviet Union and held Leningrad under siege.)
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nojiOKeHHe AirjiHH h Bcex ociaJibHHx codbhhkob.

Mhs h uouu KOJifleraid KaseTCH, uto 1942 rofl npeflCTasjiijeT

HaHfionee 6JiaronpnHTHue yojioBHH fljifi cosflaHMU Bioporo (JpoHTa

B EBpone, laK kelk noqxH see chjiu HeueciKMx boKce h npnTou

jiyqmHe chjih OTBaeqeHu aa Bocio^HKa ({.poHi, a b EBpone ociaB

aeHO HesHaiHTeabHoe KOJiMqeciso chji h npHiou xyflnmx chji.

HeHSBecTHO CyaeT Jiti npeflOTasMTb 1943 rofl laKHe se 6;iaro-

npaaiHHe yoJiOBHa fljw ooa;5aHHH BToporo cjjpoHTa KaK 1942 tor.

Va cnHTaeu noaiouy, ito HueHHO b 1942 ro^iy bosuohho h cjie-

ayei cosflaib Biopoa ippoHT b Espone. Ho MHe k coEaJieHHo He

y;ianocb yCeflHTb b stou rocnoflHHa npeubep-MHHHCTpa BenHKO-

CpHTaHHH, a r.rappHuaH npeflCTasHTejib npesHfleHra CliA npH nepe

roBopax B MooKse uemiHOu noMepsan rocnoflHHa npeMbep-HHHHCT-

pa.

In response to Churchill's announcement, Stalin gave Harriman the memo reproduced here, one of the few

documents with Stalin's handwritten signature (lower right) extant in the West. In it Stalin deplored the decision

and argued that British and American forces were capable of invading Europe in 1942. In an attempt to break the

joint British-American stance, Stalin also worded the memo to imply that the decision was a British one. (Churchill,

however spoke for the United States as well as his own country in this decision.)

This memo illustrates the sometimes difficult nature of the American-Soviet alliance during the war

Harriman's position as head of Lend-Lease in London and, from 1943, ambassador to the Soviet Union placed him

at the center of this demanding alliance. The copious memoranda, letters, cables, and personal notes in Harriman's

papers make them an indispensable source of historical documentation of that relationship as well as of the Cold

War diplomacy that followed.
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PRESERVING A COMIC LEGEND

On the evening of October 5, 1965, Johnny Carson welcomed the comedian Groucho Marx (1890-1977) as one of

his guests on The Tonight Show. During the next ten minutes, Groucho delivered one of the last great impromptu

comic performances of his legendary career, in which the Library of Congress featured prominently in a serious

way Groucho appeared on the show to display proudly a letter he had received from then Librarian of Congress

L Quincy Mumford requesting that he deposit his papers in the Library's Manuscript Division. In the midst of a

joke-fllled interplay between Groucho and Johnny hilariously interrupted by Groucho's leering exchanges with a

pretty guest to his right. Groucho asks Johnny to be serious for a moment and read the Librarian's letter aloud. At

the conclusion, Groucho states: "I was so pleased when I got this [letter] . . . Having not finished public school to

find my letters perhaps laying next to the Gettysburg Address I thought was quite an incongruity in addition to

being extremely thrilling ... I'm very proud of this."

Among the collection of Groucho papers in the Library are letters exchanged by Groucho over many years

with famous persons in many professions, such as T. S. Eliot, Jerry Lewis, and Edward R. Murrow, which were even-

tually included in a 1967 book titled The Groucho Letters. A 16mm kinescope copy of the portion of The Tonight Show

containing Groucho's appearance was given by NBC to the Library and is preserved in the Motion Picture,

Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division.
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AT THE GOING DOWN OF THE SUN AND IN THE MORNING
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM

—Laurence Binyon, "For the Fallen"

The Vietnam Veterans Mennorial, originally designed as a student project by Maya Lin at Yale University's School of

Architecture in 1981, has become a profound symbol that has served to unify and reconcile a nation sorely divided

by a foreign entanglement. Lin envisioned a black granite wall, in the shape of a V, on which the names of the

American military dead and missing would be inscribed. She hoped that "these names, seemingly infinite in num-

ber [would] convey the sense of overwhelming numbers, while unifying these individuals into a whole." Since its

unveiling in 1982, the work— popularly known as "the wall"— has become a point of reference, inspiring a new

generation of American memorials. Maya Lin's drawing is one of more than fourteen hundred design competition

submissions documented in the Library of Congress as part of the Papers of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund.
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The philosophical part of Jefferson's library, the realm of reason, dealt mainly with government and sci-

ence. Government was the domain of moral philosophy, of duties, of the law. The United States

Constitution Jefferson treated as a great intellectual construct, based on the nature of the human person

and human community His Declaration of Independence set the manner by which the Constitution

should be shaped, and Lincoln's Gettysburg Address used the key statement from the Declaration ("all

men are created equal") to indicate what was still lacking in the Constitution before the addition of the

Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments. These additions harmonized the Constitution with

both the Declaration and the Gettysburg Address. The body of law was a set of implicit values that could

only be articulated overtime, an articulation that continues into Supreme Court decisions like that on

freedom of religion (the Gobitis case) or equality of education (the Brown case). The allegorical figures of

Elihu Vedder present the ideas that worked their way down from the great philosophical statements of

our government, through constitutional and statutory enactment, into case law and the Supreme Court

decisions. All these pit Justice against Anarchy.

The realm of science was one particularly dear to the Enlightenment intellect of Jefferson, h^is own

house was scientifically constructed, and it contained many inventions of his own or others' devising, h^is

"polygraph" copier was the ancestor to many recording devices. Another science that took up much of

his attention was cartography the mind's ordering of evidence about the shape and dimension of the

world we live in. The patents, models, and plans for scientific tools that give us mastery over nature were

at the very heart of American promise being shaped in the mind of Jefferson.

G. Wills
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BUILDING THE AMERICAN LEGAL TRADITION

The Book of the General Laws of the Inhabitants of the jurisdiction of New-Plimouth is one of the oldest Items In the

Library's collection of American laws. This 1685 book reproduces the contents of a 1671 volume, which was the

first edition of the laws to be printed, and adds laws enacted between 1671 and 1684. The Colony of New

Plymouth, founded by the Pilgrims who arrived In the Mayflower in December 1620, occupied the southeastern

corner of the present state of Massachusetts. It was soon surpassed in population and wealth by the Massachusetts

Bay Colony centered on Boston, and was annexed to Massachusetts in 1691.

The Colony of New Plymouth made several major contributions to American legal institutions. In 1636, when

the population was less than three thousand people, a committee of the General Court composed a legal code,

the first produced in North America. It contains what one scholar has called a "rudimentary bill of rights," which

guarantees trial by jury and stipulates that all laws are to be made with the consent of the freemen of the colony

The "General Fundamentals" of the 1671 code state that "no person . . . shall be endamaged in respect of life, limb,

liberty good name or estate . . . but by virtue of some express law of the General Court of this Colony the known

Law of God, or the good and equitable laws of our Nation."

The punishment for adultery set out in this code and in the 1694 laws of the Massachusetts Bay Colony stipu-

lating that adulterers must bear the letters "A" and "D," provides the basis for some of the best-known elements

in Nathaniel Hawthorne's 1850 novel The Scarlet Letter.
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LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR THE
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

The Virginia Declaration of Rights was written in May 1776 by George Mason (1725-1792) and Thomas Ludwell Lee

(c. 1730-1777) as a call to action by the Virginia Convention meeting in Williamsburg. It was published in the

?&r\r)SY^\/Qn\a Evening Post on June 6, and was unanimously adopted by the Virginia Convention on June 12. Thomas

Jefferson may have received a copy directly from Mason and Lee, his fellow Virginia planters and revolutionaries. In

any event, he drew extensively from the Declaration of Rights, as well as from his own drafts of a new constitution

for Virginia, when composing the Declaration of Independence in June 1776. For example, the Virginia Declaration of

Rights proposes:
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That all men arc horn equally free anj liiJcpciiJaiit \s\c], ana hare certain inherent natural Rights, . . . amoig which are the

Enjoyment of Life ana Liberty, with the Means of acquiring and possessing Property, and pursueing [sic| and ohtainmg

Happiness ana Safety.

While the Declaration of Independence states:

. . . h;i7/ 1.7// »(t'); circ? created equal, that they are endowca by their creator with certam unalienable rights, that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

Seen here is Mason's first draft of the Declaration of Rights, to which Lee added several clauses. Their work also

had a profound influence on the men who shaped the Federal Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
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"WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF-EVIDENT . .
."

The "original Rough draught" of the Declaration of Independence, one of the great milestones in American history,

shows the evolution of the text from the initial "fair copy" draft by Thomas Jefferson to the final text adopted by

Congress on the morning of July 4, 1776.

On June II, in anticipation of the impending vote for independence from Great Britain, the Continental

Congress appointed five men—Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and Robert

Livingston—to write a declaration that would make clear to all the people why this break from their sovereign,

King George III, was both necessary and inevitable.

The committee then appointed Jefferson to draft a statement. Jefferson produced a "fair" copy of his draft

declaration, which became the basic text of his "original Rough draught." The text was first submitted to Adams,

then Franklin, and finally to the other two members of the committee. Before the committee submitted the decla-

ration to Congress on June 28, they made forty-seven emendations to the document. During the ensuing congres-

sional debates of July 1-4, Congress adopted thirty-nine further revisions to the committee draft.

The first page of the four-page "Rough draught" shown here illustrates the numerous additions, deletions, and

corrections made at each step along the way Although most of these alterations are in Jefferson's own distinctive

hand—he later indicated the changes he believed to have been made by Adams and Franklin— he opposed many

of the revisions made to his original composition.

Late in life Jefferson endorsed this document: "Independence. Declaration of original Rough draught."
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WASHINGTON'S TROOPS HEAR THE DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE

This is one of only twenty-four surviving copies of the first printed Declaration of Indepenaence, createa on July 4,

1776, by the Philadelphia printer John Dunlap. This copy of v^hat is called the "Dunlap Broadside" was George

Washington's personal copy sent to him on July 6 by the president of the Continental Congress, John Hancock,

whose letter is shown to the left of the broadside. General Washington had the Declaration read to his assembled

troops in New York on July 9. Later that night the Americans destroyed a bronze and lead statue of King George III

that stood at the foot of Broadway on the Bowling Green.

Washington's copy of the Declaration is broken at lines thirty-four and fifty-four and the text below line fifty-

four is missing; presumably the paper weakened and broke off where it was frequently folded. The Library also has

a complete copy of this rare Dunlap broadside in the Broadside Collection and recently acquired a unique copy of

the Declaration of Independence, printed in July 1776, in Ulster County, New York, with the Marian S. Carson

Collection.
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PREFACE,
the opinions of the conftituents

j a

point to which no man of virtue would
ever agree. By conCdering the mem-
bers of the houfe of commons as>a,
torz of the publkk, we may conceive

'-^^^"•thcm to be (in a certain degree] the

reprefentatives and guardians of all

(^„f BritilL commoners, wherefoever dif-

"''^ perfed. It is indeed to be hoped, that

_*/ ? feme time or other, a better mode of

;

eledtion may be eftabliihed to make
' xAm^A^/ the reprefentatiqn more equal^ but till

I ^? .

' '"
^'^^ happens we muft abide by the

m prefent regulations, and Aipport the

:^ dignity and authority of the houfe of

', commons, (the palladium of our hber-

ties) though the method of forming it

J is not perfect.

REFLEC-

''v£.

\0^

REFLECTIONS
MORAL and POLITICAL.

PART I.

AMONG all the errors to which

mankind is fubjeft, none are more

dangerous than thofe which arife

from excellencies or virtues mifimderjhod. As

furely as an exceflive generofity will deftroy a

great fortune, or an extream frugality will an-

nihilate the enjoyment of riches, fo lurely will

an unlimited exercife of Ubetty deftroy that

nafmahk llierty, which is alone confiftent

with fidtiy.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON'S LIBRARY

Thomas Jefferson had a passion for books and assembled the finest private library in America. From the

Philadelphia book dealer N. G. Dufief Jefferson acquired several books from the late Benjamin Franklin's personal

collection, including tv^o pamphlets, bound together, about taxation of the colonies: Reflections moral and political on

Great Britain and her colonies by Matthew Wheelock, and Thoughts on the origin and nature ofgovernment by Allan

Ramsay As Jefferson wrote to Dufief, he was especially pleased to receive "the precious reliques of Doctor

Franklin," which he valued "not only [for] the intrinsic value of whatever came from him, but [also] my particular

affection for him." Franklin had written lengthy and heated notes in the margins of the pamphlets on nearly every

page, beginning in the preface to the first pamphlet (seen opposite) where Franklin, reading of the author's hope

that "a better mode of election may be established to make the representation more equal," impatiently interjects

"why don't you get about it?"

When the British burned the Capitol during the War of 1812, Congress lost its entire book collection in the

flames. Jefferson proposed to sell to Congress his own private library which consisted of over six thousand vol-

umes including legal tomes, maps and charts, ancient and modern history some belles lettres, and the seminal

works of such political philosophers as John Locke and Montesquieu, who had inspired the Founding Fathers and

shaped their political thought. While some members of Congress objected to the notion of purchasing so many

books not directly related to the business of legislating, Jefferson convinced the majority that "there is, in fact, no

subject to which a Member of Congress might not have occasion to refer." So it is that the Library of Congress has

grown from the seed of Jefferson's own library universal in subject matter and format, into a library that serves as

Congress's working research collection, as well as a symbol of the central role that free and unfettered access to

information plays in our modern democracy
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LAWS GOVERNING SLAVERY

Slavery in the United States was governed by an extensive body of law developed fronn the 1660s to the 1860s.

Every slave state had its own slave code and body of court decisions. All slave codes made slavery a permanent

condition, inherited through the mother and defined slaves as property usually in the same terms as those applied

to real estate. Slaves, being property could not own property or be a party to a contract. Since marriage is a form

of contract, no slave marriage had any legal standing. All codes also had sections regulating free blacks, who were

still subject to controls on their movements and employment and were often required to leave the state after

emancipation.

When the District of Columbia was established in 1800, the laws of Maryland, including its slave laws, remained

in force. Additional laws on slavery and free blacks were then made by the District, and by Southern standards its

slave codes were moderate. Slaves were permitted to hire out their services and to live apart from their masters.

Free blacks were permitted to live in the city and to operate private schools. By I860 the District of Columbia was

home to 11,131 free blacks and 3,185 slaves.

The manuscript volume shown with the published slave code is arranged by topic, listing relevant sections of

Maryland and District of Columbia laws as well as the applicable court decisions. It is almost certainly a "practice

book," produced within a law firm for the use of its attorneys and clerks, who could refer to it when drafting con-

tracts and legal briefs. That such a book exists indicates something of the volume and routine character of legal

work surrounding transactions in human property.

Slavery in the District of Columbia ended on April 16, 1862, when President Lincoln signed a law that provided

for compensation to slave owners. An Emancipation Claims Commission hired a Baltimore slave trader to assess

the value of each freed slave, and awarded compensation for 2,989 slaves. The printed slavery code exhibited here

was published on March 17, 1862, just one month before slavery in the District ended and the laws became of his-

torical interest only
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EM ANCI PATI O N

Abraham Lincoln shared this first draft of his Emancipation Proclamation with his cabinet on July 22, 1862. The

reaction of the men present was mixed. Secretary of War Edwin Stanton saw the move as a military measure

designed to deprive the Confederacy of slave labor through disaffection and desertion. It would also render freed-

men eligible to serve in the Union army Stanton advocated the proclamation's immediate release. Treasury

Secretary Salmon Chase also supported immediate emancipation. Others argued that such a move would cost the

president the upcoming elections, as "there is no sentiment in the North, even among extreme men which now
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demands the proposed measure." Nevertheless, Lincoln set January I, 1863, as the deadline for states in rebellion

to return to the Union. Upon that date, as "a fit and necessary military measure," he would "order and declare

[that] ... all persons held as slaves within any state or states, wherein the constitutional authority of the United

States shall not be practically recognized, submitted to, and maintained, shall then, thenceforward, and forever be

free."

Acting largely on his own, Lincoln subsequently rewrote the draft proclamation, and on September 22 issued

what IS known as the Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation. He issued the final proclamation on January I, 1863.
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DRAFTING THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS

Seen here are the earliest two of five known drafts in Abraham Lincoln's handwriting of what may be the most

famous American speech. Delivered in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, at the dedication of the National Cemetery on

November 19, 1863, it is now familiarly l<nown as "The Gettysburg Address." In writing the speech, Lincoln drew

inspiration from his favorite historical document, the Declaration of Independence, and equated the catastrophic

suffering caused by the Civil War with the efforts of the American people to create a republic founded on the

proposition that "all men are created equal."

Details of the composition of the Gettysburg Address remain uncertain. The draft at left, presumed to be the

only working, or predelivery draft, is commonly called the "Nicolay Copy" because it was owned by John Nicolay

Lincoln's private secretary The first page of the Nicolay Copy is on White House (then Executive Mansion) sta-

tionery lending strong support to the theory that it was drafted in Washington, D.C. But the second page is on

different paper, suggesting that Lincoln rewrote the final paragraph of the address in Gettysburg on November 18
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while staying at the home of Judge David Wills, who had conceived the idea of a National Cemetery and had orga-

nized the dedication ceremonies. Arguments against the Nicolay Copy's qualifying as the actual reading copy stem

partly from the unnatural flow of the text from one page to the next. Further there are discrepancies between

the draft and newspaper accounts of the speech by reporters at the scene. Stories about Lincoln writing the origi-

nal Address on the train en route to Gettysburg and on the back of an envelope have been totally discredited.

The second copy at right, is known as the "Hay Copy" because it was owned by another of Lincoln's personal

secretaries, John Hay It was probably copied out after the speech was given. When Nicolay died in 1901, he left

his copy of the address to Hay a lifelong friend and associate. Hay died in 1906, and ten years later his surviving

children presented the Nicolay Copy and the Hay Copy to the Library of Congress. Between the two copies there

are over sixty differences in word choice, spelling, and punctuation, providing close readers unique insights into

Abraham Lincoln's creative process.
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SUSAN B. ANTHONY, DEFENDANT

Susan B. Anthony's personal copy of An Account of the Proceedings on the Trial of Susan 6. Anthony is one of nearly

four hundred items fronn her personal library of feminist and antislavery literature that Anthony gave to the Library

of Congress in 1903. Anthony (1820-1906), the noted woman suffrage crusader, was arrested and indicted on

Thanksgiving Day 1872, for having "knowingly voted without having a lawful right to vote." Citing their rights as cit-

izens under the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution, Anthony, her sister Mary, and four other women had

voted in the presidential election on November 5. After her arrest, Anthony proclaimed that "this government is

not a democracy It is not a republic. It is an odious aristocracy; a hateful oligarchy of sex . . . which ordains all men

sovereigns, all women subjects, carries dissension, discord, and rebellion into every home of the nation." (The com-

plete speech is the Appendix to the Trial.)
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rant,'owake or asleep, sober or drunk, each and every

loaa of them was my political superior ; llence. in no

commoner of England, tried before a jury ol Lords,
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a woman, tru-d before a jury of men. Even my conn,

sel, the Qon. Henry R. Selden, who lias argued my
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your honor, is my political sovereign. Precisely as no
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At the trial, the judge penned his decision before hearing the case (his first criminal case) and discharged the

jury because he maintained that there were no questions of fact for them to consider. He found Anthony guilty of

voting illegally fined her $ 100, and then made the mistake of asking her if she had anything to say

"Yes, your honor," seethed Anthony "I have many things to say; for in your ordered verdict of guilty you have

trampled under foot every vital principle of our government. My natural rights, my civil rights, my political rights,

my judicial rights, are all alike ignored. Robbed of the fundamental privilege of citizenship, I am degraded from the

status of a citizen to that of a subject; and not only myself individually but all of my sex, are, by your honor's ver-

dict, doomed to political subjection under this, so-called, form of government."

Anthony's copy of the Jnai is inscribed by her as a gift to the Library and has a number of items tipped in after

the text, including Anthony's petition to Congress seeking remission of the fine and the congressional committee

report denying her request.
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THE ART OF GOVERNMENT

The Library of Congress had outgrown its quarters in the Capitol by 1886, when Congress authorized the building

of a separate edifice to house its collections. Congress aspired to build an in"iposing and beautiful public building,

one as grand as any single library in Europe, one that would reflect the young nation's dreams and ambitions and

embody America's native optimism about the ability of this nation to build its future on the solid foundation of the

written traditions of the great ancient civilizations. That building, completed in 1897, is now known as the Thomas

Jefferson Building.

Elihu Vedder (1836-1923), a prominent easel and mural painter who was born in New York but lived in Rome,

was commissioned in January 1895 to prepare five mural panels for the new building then under construction.

Vedder chose to address the theme of "Government," and sketches for two of the five panels on that subject are

shown here: "Anarchy," which, it is clear from the arrangement of the panels in the building, springs from "Corrupt

Legislation"; and "Peace and Prosperity," the offspring of "Good Administration." "Anarchy" features a wild, naked

female figure brandishing a wine glass and a burning scroll. She is trampling the products of civilized society and is

supported by figures and emblems representing Violence and Ignorance. In "Peace and Prosperity," all is calm, as a

serene nude female figure symbolizing peace offers laurel wreaths to flanking youths representing the Arts on the

one hand, and Agriculture on the other
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A MATTER OF RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLE

"I do not salute the flag because I have promised to do the will of God," wrote ten-year-old Billy Gobitas to the

board of the Minersville (Pennsylvania) School District in 1935. His refusal, and that of his sister Lillian (age twelve),

touched off one of several constitutional legal cases delineating the tension between the authority of the state to

require respect for national symbols and the right of individuals to freedom of speech.

The Gobitas children attended a public school, which, as did most public schools at that time, required stu-

dents to salute and pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States. The Gobitas children were members of the

Jehovah's Witnesses, a church that in 1935 concluded that the ceremonial saluting of a national flag was a form of

idolatry, a violation of the commandment in Exodus 20:4-6 that "thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image,

nor bow down to them . .

." and forbidden as well by John 5:21 and Matthew 22:21. On October 22, 1935, Billy

Gobitas acted on this belief and refused to participate in the daily flag-and-pledge ceremony The next day Lillian

Gobitas did the same. In this letter Billy Gobitas in his own hand explained his reasons to the school board. On

November 6, 1935, the directors of the Minersville School District voted to expel the two for insubordination.

The Watchtower Society of the Jehovah's Witnesses sued on behalf of the children. The decisions of the LI.S.

district court and court of appeals were in favor of the children. But in 1940 the U.S. Supreme Court by an eight to

one vote reversed these lower court decisions and ruled that the government had inherent authority to compel

respect for the flag as a central symbol of national unity Minersville School District v. Gobitis (a printer's error has

enshrined a misspelling of the Gobitas name in constitutional case law) was not, however, the last legal word on

the subject. In 1943 the Supreme Court by a six to three vote in the case of West Virginia State Board of Education

V. Barnette reconsidered its decision in Gobitis and held that the right of free speech guaranteed in the First

Amendment to the Constitution denies the government the authority to compel the saluting of the American flag

or the recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance.
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DECREE / 2

1. The appellees in No»7^^^an^3lrw»^«»POn^«n*» •" "<»• '»

and the petitioners In No. 5 are permanently enjoined from excluding

the appellants In Nos. 1, 2 and 3, the petitioners In No. 4, and the

respondents In No. 5 frora any public school on the ground of race.

Z. The cases are remanded to the respective federal district and

state courts for appropriate decrees to carry out the mandate of

this Court In the light of the decisions in Brown v. Board of

Education . 347 U.S. 463, and Boiling v. Sharps . 347 U.S. 497.

3. The rights of the appellants In Nos. 1, 2 and 3, the

petitioners In No. 4, and the respondents In No. 5 must be given

effect Inniedlately where all the relevant considerations controlling

a court of equity make It feasible to do so. [J*«vldeiJ lliui »T*Ps

toward full compliance with the standardjueiMnclated In Section 4,

infra , are undertaken at once by the affected school districts, the

admission of a named plaintiff may be delayed for a reasonable

period, not to exceed one school ?ys.l.s ef_lZ.J£ears.)

4. Insofar as reorganisation may be necessary In the school

districts affected by our Judgment and mandate and in other school

districts similarly situated, so as to make effective this decree

that no student shall be denied admission to any public school

because of his race, the respective lower courts are to require that

any new or reorganised school districts to be established by local

authorities shall be geographically compact, contUguous and non-

gerrymandered. And it shall further be made incumbent upon local

authorities that within a given school district Negro students be

BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION

The deliberations of the Supreme Court in its landmark case of 1954, Brown v. Board of Education ofTopeka, which

found school segregation to be unconstitutional, are well documented in the Library's manuscript collections. After

the Brown opinion was announced, the Court heard additional arguments during the following term on the decree

implementing the ruling. While the NAACP lawyers had proposed to use the word "forthwith" to achieve an

accelerated desegregation timetable. Chief Justice Earl Warren adopted Justice Felix Frankfurter's suggestion to use

a phrase associated with the revered Oliver Wendell Holmes, "with all deliberate speed." Shortly after Warren

retired from the Court he acknowledged that "all deliberate speed" was chosen as a benchmark because "there
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not refused admission to any School where they are situated

similarly to white students In respect to (1) distance from school,

(2) natural or maninade barriers or hazards, and (3) other relevant

educational criteria.

5. On remand, the defendant school dlstrlgtia-JllwH *'e reqatred
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3. Decrees In conformity with Uhis decree shall be prepared

and Issued forthw ith by the Tower cour ts. Thay mnyj whan jlmmril by

' them deslrabJLg-taT'-tha iaTo--gffce-t-lve caforeement—of-tffl s decree,

appayil-J>ast«rs t<3 assist them.

7. Periodic compliance reports shall be presented by the

'^V^ d«!ffiSaj»*« school olSZticts to the lower court s aiiilj In rliir rn-TT-.
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were so many blocks preventing an immediate solution of the thing in reality that the best we could look for would

be a progression of action." It became clear overtime that critics of desegregation were using the doctrine to delay

compliance with browu, and in 1964 Justice Hugo Black declared in a desegregation opinion that "the time for mere

'deliberate speed' has run out." This draft decree with Frankfurter's own changes in pencil, along with related

unique documents in the Frankfurter and Warren papers, has helped scholars analyze the evolution of the b(own

case.
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REMEMBERING THURCOOD MARSHALL

Long before President Lyndon Baines Johnson appointed him the first African-American Supreme Court justice in

1967, Thurgood Marshall (1908-1993) had established himself as the nation's leading legal civil rights advocate.

After receiving his law degree from Howard University in 1933, he joined the legal staff of the NAACP about 1936

and between 1940 and 1961 served as head of the organization's Legal Defense and Educational Fund, which he

created. In 1954 Marshall achieved national recognition for his work on Brown v. Board of Education ofTopeka. the

landmark Supreme Court decision that ruled public school segregation unconstitutional. In 196! President John F.

Kennedy appointed Marshall to the U.S. Court of Appeals, and four years later President Johnson named him solici-

tor general of the United States. In 1967 he joined the Supreme Court led by Chief Justice Earl Warren. For

twenty-five years, until his retirement in 1991, Marshall led the legal fight to end racial discrimination in America.

The Library holds a significant collection of his personal papers, both in the NAACP Legal Defense Fund Collection

and in the Thurgood Marshall Papers.

Editorial cartoonist Paul Conrad (b. 1924) created this poignant tribute to Marshall upon Marshall's death in

1993. Creator of drawings notable for their potent political message, strong graphic style, spare compositions, and

conceptual clarity Conrad began his professional career in 1950 as an editorial cartoonist at the Denver Post. In

1964 he went to work for the Los Angeles Times, where he served as chief editorial cartoonist until 1993. Conrad

won Pulitzer Prizes in 1964, 1971, and 1984.
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AMERICAN ENTOMOLOGY

Each jvoss,

Each shell, each craiclnig insect, holas a raiih

Important m the plan of Hiin who jrani a

This scale of being

—Stillingfleet

This epigram graces the three-volume work American Entomology: or Descriptions of the Insects of North America

(1824-28), the master^vorl< of Thomas Say (1787-1834), the father of American entomology. The engraving of the

butterfly Papilio turnus reproduced here is typical of the meticulously detailed and beautifully conceived plates

throughout the work. The drawings were done either by Say himself on as in this case, by Titian Ramsay Peale

(1799-1885), the youngest son of Charles Willson Peale, based on observations taken from nature in the course of

various expeditions to the South, the Rocky Mountains, the Minnesota River Basin, and Mexico. After finishing this

work. Say went on to publish another definitive work, on American shells, and approached the subject with the

same spirit of adventure and reverence that informed his work on insects. As he wrote, "It is an enterprise that

may be compared to that of a pioneer or early settler in a strange land," and he did much to advance Americans'

understanding of the natural world they encountered as they moved inexorably across the continent.

Son of a wealthy Quaker merchant. Say himself chose to sacrifice material comforts for the sake of science and

was chronically ill from the malnutrition he experienced as a young man. In the 1830s he followed British philoso-

pher Robert Owen to Indiana, where Owen established the Utopian community of New Harmony While the

Utopian experiment failed and Owen returned to England, Say remained in New Harmony and made it the base

for all his scientific expeditions.
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THE EARLIEST PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAIT

Robert Cornelius's 1839 self-portrait is the earliest extant American photographic portrait. Working outdoors to

take advantage of the light, Cornelius (1809-1893) stood before his camera in the yard behind his family's lamp and

chandelier store in Philadelphia, hair askew and arms folded across his chest, and looked off into the distance as if

trying to imagine what his portrait would look like.

Early studio daguerreotypes required long exposure times, ranging from three to fifteen minutes, making the

process highly impractical for portraiture. After Cornelius and his silent partner, Dr Paul Beck Goddard, opened a

daguerreotype studio in Philadelphia about May 1840, their improvements to the daguerreotype process enabled

them to make portraits in a matter of seconds. Cornelius operated his studio for two and a half years before

returning to work for his family's thriving gas light fixture business.

Invented in 1839, the daguerreotype was the first photographic process commercially available in the United

States. Considered a democratic medium, photography provided the middle class with an opportunity to attain

affordable portraits. Painting required considerable training, expensive materials, and long sittings, making a painted

likeness a costly proposition that only the well-to-do could afford. While portrait painters and miniaturists, anxious

about their livelihood, claimed that a photograph could not reveal the soul of the sitter, photographers extolled

the accuracy of the photographic medium. This debate raged until the beginning of the twentieth century

The Cornelius self-portrait is part of the Marian S. Carson Collection at the Library of Congress, one of the

most important collections of early Americana in the nation. In addition to some of the earliest photographs taken

in the United States, the collection contains several thousand manuscripts, including unpublished documents per-

taining to the Continental Congresses, unique broadsides issued by the early Congresses and state governments,

and many fine graphic images, including an important archive of drawings by nineteenth-century documentary

artist James Queen.
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"MR. WATSON — COME HERE"

Alexander Graham Bell's notebook entry of March 10, 1876, describes the first successful experiment with the tele-

phone in which he spoke through the instrument to his assistant, Thomas A. Watson, in the next room. Bell

writes, "I then shouted into M [the mouthpiece] the following sentence: 'Mr Watson—come here— I want to see

you.' To my delight he came and declared that he had heard and understood what I said."

Bell was born into a family deeply interested in the problems of speech. Both his father and grandfather were

teachers of elocution, and throughout his life. Bell had a keen interest in teaching the deaf to speak. Both his moth-

er and the woman he married—Mabel Hubbard, one of his pupils—were deaf

The Bell Papers were donated to the Library of Congress by his heirs on June 2, 1975, the centenary of the

day Bell discovered the principle that made the invention of the telephone possible. This extraordinarily rich collec-

tion totals about 130,000 items and documents in great detail Bell's entire careen ranging from his work on the

telephone to his interests in aeronautics and physics.



MUSIC MACHINES

In the late 1880s, German immigrant Emile Berliner (1851-1929), working in Washington, D.C., created a new medi-

um for sound recording and playback, the flat disc "Gramophone." While Thomas Edison's 1877 phonograph was "a

wonderful invention," in the words of a contemporary Scientific American, in its original tinfoil form it was impracti-

cal for common use. Edison soon devoted his energy to development of the incandescent light. But about the same

time that Berliner was creating the gramophone, Alexander Graham Bell's Volta Laboratory and Edison's laborato-

ry resumed work on development of the phonograph. (The word, "phonograph," was Edison's trade name for his

device, which played cylinders rather than discs. The cylinder invention patented by Bell's Volta Laboratory was

called the "graphophone.")

According to its donor Mrs. Isabelle S. Sayers, this Gramophone machine of the mid- 1890s was owned by

Thomas Edison himself While Edison probably saw little threat to his phonograph in this crude machine, discs

would far outsell cylinders by 1910. Berliner's January 1895 List of Plates, shown next to the Gramophone, describes

the typical range of music and speech that could be heard on cylinders as well as on discs at that time. The disc on

the Gramophone machine seen here is the first recording of John Philip Sousa's "Stars and Stripes Forever," record-

ed for Berliner only thirteen days after the premiere of the march. Generous descendants of Berliner have entrust-

ed the Library with preservation of more than five hundred published and unpublished Berliner discs along with

the inventor's laboratory notebooks, business and legal papers, and personal scrapbooks.
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FRED OTT'S SNEEZE

Thomas A, Edison began thinking about the development of motion pictures in 1888 after studying the successful

motion-sequence still photographic experiments of Eadweard Muybridge and Etienne-Jules Marey. By early 1889,

Edison had conceived the ambitious notion that it must be possible to record motion as perceived by the human

eye and play it back in real time. His idea was to go beyond his predecessors, who had adapted the existing photo-

graphic equipment of the day to record brief sequences of motion, and invent an entirely new technology to do

"for the eye what the phonograph does for the ear."

To turn his new invention into reality, Edison assigned responsibility for day-to-day development to one of his

best assistants, a young Englishman named W K. L Dickson. By June of 1891, Dickson produced a series of success-

ful experimental motion pictures that were shown to visiting groups at the Edison laboratory in New Jersey Over

the next two years Dickson worked to perfect the two basic machines required for successful motion pictures: a

device to record moving images, which he and Edison called the Kinetograph; and a machine to view the results,

which they called the Kinetoscope. A major problem that slowed Dickson's work in the beginning was the nonexis-

tence in the commercial marketplace of another essential invention— motion picture film stock. After Eastman

Kodak began supplying quantities of reliable film stock in the fall of 1893, the road to commercial development of

the movies was opened.

The Edison Kinetoscopic Record of a Sneeze is one of a series of short films made by Dickson in January 1894 for

advertising purposes. The star is Fred Ott, an Edison employee known to his fellow workers in the laboratory for

his comic sneezing and other gags. This item was received in the Library of Congress on January 9, 1894, as a copy-

right deposit from W K. L Dickson and is the earliest surviving copyrighted motion picture.
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FIRST FLIGHT

The Wright Brothers systematically photographed the prototypes and tests of their various flying machines. Their

historic first powered flight near Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in December 1903 was no exception. The camera,

operated by an attendant from a nearby lifesaving station, captured their plane at the instant of takeoff with

Orville at the controls. The craft soared to an altitude of 2 feet, traveled 120 feet, and landed twelve seconds later

The papers of Wilbur (1867-1912) and Orville (1871-1948) Wright were given to the Library in 1949 by the

executors of Orville Wright's estate. Over the years the Library has received additional materials through gifts and

transfers, and altogether the collection comprises diaries and notebooks, family papers, general correspondence,

subject files, scrapbooks, and more than 1,100 photographic images, including 300 original glass plate negatives.
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CHAMPLAIN PUTS NEW ENGLAND ON THE MAP

This unique exploration document, originally intended for presentation to the king of France, was compiled by

Samuel de Champlain (1567-1635), founder of New France. One of the great cartographic treasures of America, it

provides the first thorough delineation of the New England and Canadian coast from Cape Sable to Cape Cod. It

shows Port Royal; Frenchman Bay; the St. John, St. Croix, Penobscot, and Kennebec Rivers; and many offshore

islands— including Mount Desert, which Champlain himself named. The place names and coastline correspond

closely to Champlain's narrative in his Voyages, published in 1613.

Champlain personally designed and drew this portolan-style chart on vellum. Most charts of the time were

drawn by professional cartographers who depended on information obtained from explorers, navigators, and cos-

mographers. In contrast, Champlain based this chart entirely on his own exploration and observations, including

interviews with Native Americans, and on his own mathematical calculations.

A number of habitations are shown along the shoreline, the larger ones representing French settlements and

the smaller ones Native American villages. At Port Royal a turreted fort is shown, signifying a European settlement.

Forests are represented by stylized drawings of trees, singly and in groups. Hill symbols indicate higher elevations

visible from the shore. Dangerous shoals are shown as groups of small dots, and anchors represent locations

where Champlain himself dropped anchor

In 1883 the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris purchased from a monk in Nantes a precious atlas containing

Champlain's chart. Later the chart came into the possession of Henry Harrisse, a distinguished lawyer historian,

and bibliographer who built a remarkable collection of maps, publications, and papers pertaining to the early

exploration of America. Harrisse bequeathed his entire collection to the Library of Congress in 1915.
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WASHINGTON'S 1749 PLAN OF ALEXANDRIA

George Washington (1732-1799), best known as a planter, soldier, and statesman, was trained as a surveyor during

his late teenage years and practiced surveying in the western part of Virginia during the 1750s. Recent inventories

indicate that he drew or annotated at least 150 nnaps during his lifetime. Of these, more than forty are found in

various collections of the Library of Congress. Most of these pertain to land surveys in western Virginia, military

operations in southwestern Pennsylvania, and surveys of his lands near Mount Vernon, Virginia.

When Washington was about seventeen years old, he prepared this manuscript plan of Alexandria, Virginia, as

well as a similar map of the town site before the streets and lots were laid out. The town, which was formally

established July 13, 1749, consisted of eighty-four lots, most of which were one-half acre in size. The site for this new

town focused on a tobacco inspection warehouse and the stores of several Scottish merchants, located on the

Potomac River just north of Great Hunting Creek in a small community that was originally known as Belhaven.

It IS possible that Washington prepared this map while he was apprenticed to the county surveyor John West,

whom he assisted in surveying the town boundaries and lots. He apparently prepared the map to send to his half-

brother Lawrence, who was in England at the time, to show him the two town lots that had been purchased for

him.
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L'ENFANT'S CAPITAL PLAN

Pierre-Charles L'Enfant's 1791 plan for the city of Washington is one of the great landmarks in city planning. It was,

L'Enfant claimed, "a plan whol[l]y new," designed from its inception to serve as the framework for the capital city of

the new nation beginning in the year 1800. Its scheme of broad radiating avenues connecting significant focal points.

Its open spaces, and its grid pattern of streets oriented north, south, east, and west is still the plan against which

all modern land use proposals for the nation's capital are considered.

L'Enfant (1754-1825) was born in France and educated as an architect and engineer Caught up in the spirit of

the American Revolutionary War, he came to America at the age of twenty-two and served with honor as an

officer in the Corps of Engineers of the Continental army On September II, 1789, he wrote to President George

Washington in order "to sollicit [s;c] the favor of being Employed in the Business" of designing the new city At this

early date, L'Enfant already perceived "that the plan should be drawn on such a scale as to leave room for that

aggrandizement & embellishment which the increase of the wealth of the Nation will permit it to pursue at any

period how ever remote."

"An Act for establishing the temporary and permanent seat of the Government of the United States" was

signed into law on July 16, 1790. After giving cursory consideration to other locations, George Washington selected

a site for the seat of government with which he was very familiar—the banks of the Potomac River at the conflu-

ence of its Eastern Branch, just above his home at Mount Vernon. Selected by Washington to prepare a ground

plan for the new city, LEnfant arrived in Georgetown on March 9, 1791, and submitted his report and plan to the

president about August 26, 1791. It is believed that this plan is the one that is preserved in the Library of Congress.

After showing LEnfant's manuscript to Congress, the president retained custody of the original drawing until

December 1796, when he transferred it to the City Commissioners of Washington, D.C. One hundred and twen-

ty-two years later on November II, 1918, the map was presented to the Library of Congress for safekeeping.

In 1991, to commemorate the two hundredth anniversary of the plan, the Library of Congress, in cooperation

with the National Geographic Society the National Park Service, and the United States Geological Survey pub-

lished an exact-size, full-color facsimile and a computer-assisted reproduction of the original manuscript plan. These

reproductions are the Library's first facsimiles to be based on photography and electronic enhancement technolo-

gy During this process, it was possible to record faint editorial annotations made by Thomas Jefferson, which are

now virtually illegible on the original map.
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LEWISANDCLARK

The Library has a significant collection of nnanuscript and published nnaps documenting the expedition of

Meriwether Lewis (1774-1809) and William Clark (1770-1838) to the Pacific Northwest from 1803 to 1806.

These include published maps issued with the final reports of the expedition, interim composite maps showing the

progress of the expedition, and maps used or consulted in planning the expedition.

One of the reasons the Lewis and Clark expedition succeeded in traversing the northwestern portion of

North America and reaching the Pacific Ocean was because the leaders meticulously consulted the best carto-

graphic sources that were available at the beginning of the nineteenth century to create a composite image of the

geography of the western portion of North America. Shown here is a section of a composite map drawn in 1803

by Nicholas King, a War Department copyist, from published and manuscript sources, at the request of Thomas

Jefferson and Secretary of the Treasury Albert Gallatin. The map reflects the geographical concepts of government

leaders on the eve of the expedition. It is believed that Lewis and Clark carried this map on their journey at least

as far as the Mandan-Hidatsa villages on the Missouri Riven where Lewis annotated in brown ink additional infor-

mation obtained from fur traders.

This map, as well as twelve other manuscript maps that are thought to have belonged to William Clark, was

transferred to the Library of Congress in 1925 from the Office of Indian Affairs.
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THE FIRST AMERICAN GLOBES

The three globes shown here were produced by James Wilson, America's first commercial globe maker Born in

New Hampshire in 1763, he spent much of his adult life as a farmer and blacksmith in nearby Vermont. After seeing

a pair of terrestrial and celestial globes at Dartmouth College, he decided to make his own. He set about learning

geography from an encyclopedia he purchased for the purpose and learned engraving from an experienced

engraver of maps. Around 1810 he produced his first globe, and by 1818 he and his sons had established an "artificial

globe manufactory" in Albany, New York, where they produced globes of three-inch, nine-inch, and thirteen-inch

diameters.

In 1827 he brought his globes down to Washington, D.C., to display to Congress. On his business card he

wrote that he was "now exhibiting for public inspection at the United States Library" a pair of thirteen-inch globes,

and claimed he was "the original manufacturer of Globes in this country and has brought the art to such a degree

of perfection, as to supersede altogether the necessity of importation of that article from abroad."

The two smaller globes shown here are an undated pair of three-inch terrestrial and celestial globes probably

created in the 1820s. They were purchased by the Library in 1940 from Harold F. Wilson, a descendant of the

globe maker The larger thirteen-inch globe is one of Wilson's earliest dated globes (1811), and was a gift to the

Library in 1991 by the estate of the noted globe and map collector Howard Welsh.
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INDIAN SETTLEMENTS OF EASTERN WISCONSIN

This map of a part of eastern Wisconsin, probably made by a French voyageur, was carried by explorer, geologist,

ethnologist, Indian agent, and Superintendent of Indian Affairs for Michigan Henry Rowe Schoolcraft (1793-1864),

who annotated it in the course of an expedition he made in the summer of 1831. Sent by the governor of the

Michigan Territory Schoolcraft was to take a census of the Chippewa and Sioux settlements in the upper

Mississippi River country and try to negotiate a settlement between the hostile tribes. Schoolcraft added the place

names of Native American villages, their chiefs' names, and pertinent census data. The reverse orientation of the

map, with the south at the top. probably reflects the descent of the voyageur into the region from the north.

An account of this expedition is included in Schoolcraft's Narrative ofan Expedition Through the Upper

Mississippi to Itasca Lake. The Actual Source of the River; Enr^bracing an Exploratory Trip through the St. Croix and

Burntwood (or Broule) Rivers; in 1832, printed in 1834. His original manuscript of the book is a part of his papers in

the Manuscript Division.
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MAPPING THE CIVIL WAR

Of the more than 2,200 Civil War maps in the Library's holdings, probably the most outstanding materials are

found in the collection of maps compiled and collected byjedediah Hotchkiss (1828-1899), a topographic engineer

in the Confederate States Army who prepared maps and provided geographic intelligence for Thomas
J.

"Stonev^all" Jackson, Robert E. Lee, Richard Ewell, Jubal Early and John B. Gordon. This collection is important not

only because it documents the work of one of the most gifted cartographers of the Civil War but also because it

represents the full range of cartographic production, incorporating 341 field notebooks, detailed reconnaissance

maps, and finely drawn after-battle maps, as well as maps annotated by Jackson, Lee, and others, indicating their

use in planning campaigns. The Library's Manuscript Division holds a complementary twenty-seven-thousand-item

manuscript collection, including diaries, correspondence, and notebooks compiled by Hotchkiss.

Born and educated in New York State, Hotchkiss moved to Virginia's Shenandoah Valley in 1847. At the out-

break of the Civil War he offered his services to the Confederate army and was assigned to the staff of General

Jackson as a topographic engineer of the Valley District, Department of Virginia. One of his most remarkable

achievements was the preparation of a detailed topographic map of the Shenandoah Valley, measuring 7'/2 by 3

feet.

Three items representative of Hotchkiss's work are illustrated here. The closed field notebook shows his

inscription on the cover: "This volume is my field sketch book that I used during the Civil War Most of the sketch-

es were made on horseback just as they now appear The colored pencils used were kept in the places fixed on

the outside of the other cover These topographical sketches were often used in conferences with Generals

Jackson, Ewell and Early." Another field notebook, recording the positions of the Second Corps of the Army of

Northern Virginia during 1864-65 engagements, is open to a page of rough sketch notes. The finished manuscript

map covers the area from the southern Shenandoah Valley to Washington, D.C., and was one of the maps pre-

pared for an atlas to accompany the final report on the campaign of 1864. The atlas was not published, but a num-

ber of the maps were reproduced in the Atlas to Accompany the Official Records of the Union and Confederate

Armies, 1891-95.

The collection was purchased by the Library in 1948, from Mrs. R. E. Christian of Deerfield, Virginia, the

granddaughter and last surviving descendant of Hotchkiss.



SHOOTING THE COLORADO

In 1871 Lt. George Wheeler was put in charge of the United States Geological Surveys West of the One

Hundredth Meridian, the fourth official exploration of the West. Wheeler was tasked with collecting an accurate

physical description of parts of eastern Nevada and Arizona, including the topography and mineral resources, infor-

mation on resident Native Americans, and other facts valuable for settlement and economic exploitation. One of

the first assistants he hired was the highly experienced field photographer and surveyor Timothy O'Sullivan

(1840-1882).

Probably born in Ireland, O'Sullivan joined Mathew Brady's Washington, D.C., studio as an apprentice photog-

rapher about 1856 or 1857. It was on the bloody battlefields of the Civil War, working first for Brady and then for

Alexander Gardner that O'Sullivan won his reputation for technical proficiency in the tedious wet collodion photo-

graphic process and for artistry in the field. After having witnessed the cataclysm of his country torn by civil war

O'Sullivan satisfied a lust for adventure by joining government-sponsored missions intended to support America's

rush to fulfill its Manifest Destiny O'Sullivan worked on assignments with geologist Clarence King's survey of the

Fortieth Parallel and the Navy's Darien Survey in Panama before being chosen for Wheeler's team.

Hoping to test the limits of practical navigation by measuring the width and velocity of the Colorado Riven

Wheeler commanded a party of three boats for the month-long journey The trip up the Colorado to Diamond

Creek in the Grand Canyon was two hundred miles against a strong current. Two boats in Wheeler's party

—

including O'Sullivan's boat, "The Picture"— accomplished the feat of reaching the highest point believed to have

been navigated at that time, with Wheeler's own boat lost in the effort. "The Picture" is shown in this photograph

with a tiny figure aboard, who mediates between the viewer and the dramatically lit landscape of stilled water and

harsh rock walls. The photograph provides proof that the crew survived the long and tortuous journey through

the mysterious canyon, while at the same time implying how they must have been humbled by the chilling

experience.
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ARIZONA, AS FROM ABOVE

This physical relief map of the state of Arizona is representative of the strikingly beautiful cartographic paintings

created during the 1950s and 1960s by Hal Shelton, one of America's foremost twentieth-century innovators in

cartographic design and relief representation, for use as base maps for aerial navigation charts. Since the paintings

were created for duplication purposes, they still retain tape, labels, and registration markers, which guided the

printers in applying other layers of information needed on the aeronautical charts.

Shelton's goal was to create three-dimensional relief paintings that would reproduce the natural colors of the

physical landscape, as seen by pilots flying overland, as accurately as possible, He applied acrylic paints using an

oscillating needle-air brush on zinc plates, which were first etched with cartographic base information, including

contour lines. He shaped landforms through tonal shading—that is, by grading individual colors from light to dark,

creating the appearance of shadows. These maps were not only widely adopted by pilots, but were also used as

teaching aids in schools and colleges, as well as by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to index

photographs taken on early space missions.

This image of Arizona shows the deeply dissected plateau region encompassing the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado River in the northwestern part of the state, as well as the Painted Desert, represented as an orange-

colored arc in the north central part of the state. The south central part bears a rectangular grid pattern of

greens and browns representing the irrigated agricultural lands along the Gila River in the vicinity of Phoenix.

This map, as well as twenty-eight other original paintings by Hal Shelton, were part of a gift to the Library in

1984 from The H. M. Gousha Company
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Arts, the realm of the imagination, were cultivated at Monticello by a man who was a musician, a prose

stylist, a theorist of poetical metrics, and a collector of paintings and statues. Architecture was his favorite

art, since it was an ordering framework within which all the other arts could find their place— in the

music room, libraries, galleries, and furnishings that proceed from and then feed the human imagination.

As many critics have noticed, the work of Frank Lloyd Wright would have been especially interesting

to Jefferson. Both men were interested in native materials, technological advances, the blending of geo-

metric purity and practical daily use.

The violin and harpsichord concerts at Monticello were distant in style, but not in their basic concept,

from the jazz of Duke Ellington and Frank Sinatra, the marches of Sousa, the Broadway hits of Gershwin

and Berlin and Bernstein.

Sports are one art Jefferson showed no interest in. He was not, like Washington, an athlete—though

he admired good horsemanship (and called Washington the best horseman he ever saw, a high compli-

ment in Virginia). Is sport— mere bodily performance— an art? No one can doubt it who saw the con-

trol over the body achieved by Martha Graham or George Balanchine, in the ballets whose scores we

see here {Appalachian Spring and Agon). Athletes, like ballet artists, shape achievement with their bodies.

Such a developed skill, based on discipline and timing, is too practical to be called a science, too creative

not to be called an art. When the matter is put in those terms, even Jefferson would have recognized

that the great ball player is as deft at ball and bat as the great musician is with fiddle and bow.

G. Wills
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A DESIGN FOR THE U.S. CAPITOL

George Washington and Thomas Jefferson sought the best talent available for the design of the U.S. Capitol, the

architectural centerpiece of the new federal district. In March of 1793, at the end of a design connpetition, the

French-trained architect Stephen Hallet (1755-1825) submitted this masterful rendering. Here we see inside the

great "Conference Room," where the young nation's two legislative bodies, the House and the Senate, were to

meet in joint session to work out their differences. It is also the space where the president presumably would have

delivered his addresses on the "State of the Union."

Although the judges were enthusiastic about Hallet's design, a design submitted by William Thornton (1759-1828)

was awarded first prize. A meeting held in Philadelphia on July 15, 1793, led to a compromise in which Thornton's

design for the exterior was combined with Hallet's designs for the interiors. The "Conference Room" remained a

part ofthe plans until it was removed by Thomas Jefferson and architect Benjamin Henry Latrobe after 1806, possibly

because legislators decided that the arduous work of conference and compromise would be better done in the

more informal spaces in the building, or possibly for the practical reason that the young government could not afford

to build such a grandly conceived room. Nevertheless, Hallet's domed form is echoed today in the Capitol's rotunda.



AN AMERICAN SYMBOL

Between 1810 and 1840, painter and printmakerjohn Rubens Smith (1775-1849) traveled the eastern seaboard of

the United States, creating a life portrait of the young republic. Smith sketched cities and towns, rivers, roads,

bridges, and mills. His drawings captured the spirit and energy of the new nation during a period of enormous

growth and optimism. The nearly completed U.S. Capitol must have seemed to Smith a particularly poignant sym-

bol of American idealism and ambition. He rendered it from virtually every angle, including this finished view from

about 1830. The cows grazing on what is now the Mall offer surprising visual evidence that America's rural charac-

ter persisted even as urbanization and the Industrial Revolution transformed the nation.



INSIDE THE TOWN CHURCH

One of the founders and the first president of the American Institute of Architects, Richard Upjohn (1802-1878)

was a key figure in introducing the Gothic Revival to the United States and in defining the form and appearance of

American ecclesiastical architecture. The great flowering of the Episcopal Church in the United States in the 1840s

and 1850s resulted in numerous and widespread commissions to Upjohn for church buildings. These built works

and those illustrated in his Rural Architecture (1852) and other publications served as patterns for countless buildings

throughout the country. The nation's bountiful forests and newly mechanized and portable sawmills made his

designs for wooden churches eminently practical for congregations in smaller towns and rural areas. Upjohn was

especially daring and inventive in his use of simple board-and-batten cladding, producing designs that we see today

as surprisingly modern in concept. His drawing for this church reveals the combination of his skills as an architect

and his thorough understanding of the possibilities of wooden construction, learned from working as a carpenter

early in his career
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THE VISIONARY GENIUS OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

One of the greatest innovators in the history of architecture, Franl< Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) experimented

extensively with new design vocabularies and building systems in a wide range of materials during a career that

spanned over seven decades, most of this continent, and several foreign countries. During the 1920s he designed a

number of houses in California using precast "textile" concrete blocks reinforced by an internal system of metal

bars. One such house was built in Hollywood for Dr John Storer and now, over seventy years later is regularly

used in films and television programs to represent a future at which we have yet to arrive. Typically Wrightian is

the joining of the structure to its site by a series of terraces that reach out into and reorder the landscape, making

it an integral part of the architect's vision. This rendering dated 1923 is one of an important group of drawings

donated to the Library by one of Wright's assistants, Donald D. Walker.
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STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER

Hurrah Jar tlic flag of me free!

Alaii It ware as our stanaara forcrcr,

The gciv Of the lanj ana the sea,

The ha)iner oj the right.

Let despots re)7ieniher the day

When our fathers with mighty endeavor

Proelanned as they marched to the /ray

That hy their might and hy their right

It waves forever.

—^John Philip Sousa

"March music is for the feet, not for the head," John Philip Sousa once stated. "The Stars and Stripes Forever,"

composed in 1896, is indeed music for the feet, but it has also become a musical calling card for our nation. Sousa's

genius lay in his skill as a composer of great melodies and his ability to fashion them into a cohesive and "organic"

whole. "The Stars and Stripes Forever" gets people up on their feet, marching forward together

On the composition of marches Sousa was unusually silent, but toward the end of his life he stated his philoso-

phy of setting pen to paper in march time: "A march speaks to a fundamental rhythm in the human organization

and IS answered. A march stimulates every centre of vitality wakens the imagination. . . . But a march must be

good. It must be as free from padding as a marble statue. Every line must be carved with unerring skill. Once

padded it ceases to be a march. There is no form of musical composition wherein the harmonic structure must be

more clear-cut. The whole process is an exacting one. There must be a melody which appeals to the musical and

the unmusical alike. There must be no confusion in counterpoint."
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NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTES

Though unison singing accompanied by one or more drums or rattles is the more familiar musical mode, flutes

played special roles in Native American music—enhancing ritual and serving as outlets for individual expression.

Flutes ranged from simple whistles made of hollowed-out small animal bone, to large and colorfully decorated

instruments made of carved wood and other elements lashed together The latter were most common, and as

instruments devoted to courting, religious, and healing uses, no two flutes were alike. Their sizes and forms

depended on available materials and the talents of each individual flutist-craftsman. Even the placement of finger

holes on the courting flutes was a personal choice. The resulting scale became the player's personal musical

expression, and, as the flutes were used as solo instruments, there was no need for more consistent scales.

The examples of courting flutes shown here—made by (top to bottom) a Quapaw from Oklahoma; a Ute;

and a Nebraska Winnebago— are among the approximately 120 instruments of Native American origin from over

thirty tribal groups that form part of the Library's Miller Flute Collection. Dayton C. Miller (1866-1941), a professor

of astronomy and physics, spent much of his life collecting flutes and primary material concerning the instrument's

history and development. He bequeathed his collection of more than sixteen hundred flutes to the Library of

Congress, and these instruments, along with books and related materials, are now in the Library's Music Division.
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JELLY ROLL MORTON AND THE "FROC-I-MORE RAG"

Ferdinand Joseph "Jelly Roll" Morton (1885-1941) is generally acknowledged as jazz's first composer The talents of

this remarkable New Orleans jazz pioneer— composer arranger pianist—were exceeded only by his ego. He

termed himself the inventor of jazz, claiming this honor in his extraordinary nine hours of recorded interviews with

Alan Lomax for the Library of Congress Music Division's Archive of American Folk Song in 1938. In those inter-

views, constituting perhaps the first extended "oral history" ever created, Morton shows himself to be a brilliant

raconteur: over his own piano vamps, he recalls turn-of-the-century life in New Orleans and illustrates the evolu-

tion of ragtime to jazz.

Morton probably wrote the "Frog-i-More Rag" in 1908 to accompany a fellow vaudevillian known as "Frog-i-

More," a contortionist who performed in a frog costume. But Morton did not deposit the music for copyright until

1918, for fear that any form of public record was an invitation to purloin his ideas. The "Frog-i-More Rag" seen

here, in Jelly Roll's own hand, is the first of many copyright deposits the Library holds for Morton. Morton record-

ed the rag twice in the spring of 1924, but only one of the recordings survives; it was not released until the 1940s.

This particular issue was published in 1949 by a group of record collectors who revived the Paramount records

imprint. Paramount was a historically and musically significant record label of the 1920s and early 1930s. The disc

and the tinted photograph of Morton are from the Nesuhi Ertegun Collection of Jelly Roll Morton Recordings at

the Library of Congress. The Ertegun Collection contains every commercial recording Morton ever made, all in

their original 78-rpm disc format.
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GERSHWIN'S CLASSIC AMERICAN OPERA

Porgy and Bess, an opera written by George Gershwin (1898-1937) in collaboration with DuBose Heyward

(1885-1940) and Heyward's wife, Dorothy (1890-1961), is the one Annerican opera to become fully established in

the international opera repertory as well as in the popular musical imagination. Its tunes have become standards

for jazz improvisation, and the lullaby "Summertime" has by now achieved the status of a folk song. Porgy and Bess

is based on DuBose Heyward's 1925 novel Porgy and on the 1927 Broadway play of the same name by DuBose and

Dorothy Heyward. Gershwin sketched the opera in 1934 and prepared the orchestra score (its opening page

shown here) from September 1934 to September 1935.

The manuscript score-sketch of Porgy and Bess and the full orchestral-vocal score were given to the Library

by Rose Gershwin, George and Ira Gershwin's mother, to whom George gave the manuscripts of all his major

concert works after having them elegantly bound. The Library's Gershwin® Collection also includes considerable

manuscript music for the Gershwin® stage musicals and material from their late songs for Hollywood musicals,

with artfully crafted piano accompaniments in George's own hand.
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SINATRA AUDITIONS

In 1935, the first year of radio network broadcasts of A/lq/or bowes Amateur Hour, more than thirty thousand acts

auditioned for the talent contest program. One of the successful acts was the "Hoboken Four." The vocal quartet

auditioned as "Frank Sinatra and the 3 Flashes," but was renamed, purportedly by Major Bowes himself. The act

won the competition of the September 8, 1935, broadcast and joined one of Major Bowes's traveling vaudeville

units. Sinatra soon left the tour to strike out on his own.

The Library holds a copy of nearly every radio and television network broadcast of the Amateur Hour program,

which ran until 1970, and every successful application form for contestants on the radio series. Other Amateur Hour

performers represented in the collection who went on to achieve stardom include Robert Merrill, Regina Resnick,

Beverly Sills, Gladys Knight, Pat Boone, jack Carter, Dorothy Collins, and Ann-Margret. Many believe that Maria

Callas appeared on the radio program, but research has not substantiated this rumor
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A BALLET FOR MARTHA

Appalachian Spring, a ballet with music by Aaron Copland and choreography by Martha Graham, was commis-

sioned in 1942 by the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Foundation of the Library of Congress and first performed on

October 30, 1944, at the Library's Coolidge Auditorium.

Awarded the 1944 Pulitzer Prize in music, this ballet, which "has to do with roots in so far as people can

express them without telling an actual story" (Martha Graham's description), is regarded as one of the defining

works for the American experience. The design of the dance emerged slowly as is documented by Graham's three

scripts for the work (none ofthem titled Appalachian Spring) in the Aaron Copland Collection of the Library of

Congress.

The first script, sent to Copland in July 1942 and titled Daughter of Colchis, is basically a retelling of the Medea

legend in terms of New England "about the time of a tale by Roe or Hawthorne." Copland found this libretto

gloomy and suggested that they try something "less severe." Graham's second libretto—titled House of Victory—
was sent to Copland in May 1943. This script begins to show the outlines of Appalachian Spring as we know it, but

it IS heavily involved with the Civil War even to the presentation of a version of Uncle Tonn's Cabin as a show-

within-the-show. Copland thought the script viable but asked for revisions. The final script, this time untitled, was

sent to him in July 1943.

Copland wrote Appalachian Spring— or rather his untitled "Ballet for Martha"—to Graham's final script. But

when she heard the music Graham decided to redo the action yet again:

/ nave been workinci on ijoiir music. It is so heautijul ana so uonJerfti/lii maac. I nave become obsessed bii it. But I nave also

been doing a little cursinci, too, as you probably aid earlier over tnat not-so-gooa script. But uliat you aia from tnat has made

me change in many places, \aturally that u ill not do anything to the music, it is simply that the music made me change. It is

so knit and Of a completeness that it takes you into very strong hands and leads you into its own world. And there I am.

So, finally there is no "script" for Appalachian Spring. There is only the dance.
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A PHOTOGRAPH OF MUSIC ROYALTY

During the late 1930s The Washington Post was hesitant to pay staff photographers for the late-night hours

required to acconnpany the paper's novice music columnist William Gottlieb on his postshow interviews with jazz

musicians at various Washington, D.C., nightclubs. So Gottlieb, inspired by the new photojournalism of Life maga-

zine, learned to take his own photographs. He covered the jazz and blues scene first for The Washington Post and

later for Down Beat. He captured this image of Dul<e Ellington's charismatic presence after a performance at New

York's Paramount Theater in the late 1940s. Ellington— his reflection caught in a dressing room mirror— looks fully

the part of an American musical giant: debonair and handsome. Creator of such distinctive yet iconic classics as

"Mood Indigo," "Sophisticated Lady," and "Satin Doll," Ellington considered his music as both personal expression

and a continuation and reaffirmation of the African-American musical heritage.

The Gottlieb Photographic Collection contains approximately fifteen hundred images of eminent jazz musicians

including Louis Armstrong, Ella Fitzgerald, and Thelonious Monk, and was purchased with funds from a bequest of

Ira and Leonore Gershwin for use by the Music Division.
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STRAVINSKY AND BALANCHINE

Igor Stravinsky's ballet Agon (meaning "contest") was first danced on December I, 1957, by the New York City

Ballet, with choreography by another Russian emigre artist, George Balanchine (1904-1983). The music had

received its premiere in Los Angeles in a concert held the previous June, with Robert Craft conducting. As seen

here on the title page of the holograph score, the composer dedicated the ballet to Balanchine and Lincoln

Kirstein, cofounders of the New York City Ballet,

Agon is the third of three ballet collaborations between Stravinsky (1882-1971) and Balanchine, the other two

being Apo//on A^usagete (1928) and Orpheus (1948). Unlike those previous works. Agon is plotless, an abstract ballet

for eight female and four male dancers. Some of the dances were suggested by a description of seventeenth-

century French court dances, to which the titles of movements, such as "Bransle Simple," "Bransle Gay," and

"Bransle de Poitou," bear witness. Another influence was the music of the Second Vienna School, particularly

Anton Webern. Stravinsky had written works using serial procedures within a tonal context, notably the Cantata of

1952, before beginning work on Agon in 1953. By the time he finished the ballet in April 1957, he had completed his

Canticum Sacrum, which contains sections employing strict serial technique. Agon itself progresses from a basically

diatonic, fanfarelike opening through a series of increasingly chromatic movements to a "Pas de deux" that speaks

the language of the late, serial Stravinsky Balanchine rose to the musical language of the "Pas de deux" with a

dance for Diana Adams and Arthur Mitchell that became one of the defining moments of midcentury ballet. The

ballet is the artistic and spiritual triumph of two artists who fled their homeland following the turbulence of revo-

lution to seek artistic freedom of expression and who went on to transplant the musical and dance heritage of

Imperial Russia onto American soil with spectacular results that forever changed dance.
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'' SOMETHING'S COMING"

My fair Lady, a big Broadway hit in 1956, turned out to be tlie culmination of tlie Rodgers and Hammerstein tradi-

tion and the end of an era. West Side Story, staged in 1957, was the beginning of the next. Never before had dance

been such an integral part of the storytelling of a musical; its tritone-laden score included propulsive Latin rhythms,

angular, jazzy themes, five-part counterpoint, and a tone row. Based on Shal<espeare's Romeo and Juliet, it was the

first musical tragedy—what other musical ends each act with a dead body on the stage?

In addition to Leonard Bernstein's score, Jerome Robbins's choreography and direction, and Arthur Laurents's

libretto, the show introduced Stephen Sondheim's work as a lyricist to Broadway audiences. According to

Bernstein;

"Somctnlini's Com^l7i.^" iccis horn right out of ci hig loiiq speech that Arthur wrote jor Touii. It saia how everii moriung lie

would wahe up aiiJ reach for soiiiethiiig, arounJ the corner or down the heach. It u-as very late ana we were ni rehearsal when

Stere ana I rean:ea that ire neeaea a strong song Jor Tony earlier since he had none until "^ laria, which was a love song. U e

haa to have more aelineation of him as a character We were looking through this particular speech, ana "Soinetlnngs

Coming" just seemea to leap off the page. In the course oj the Jay we had written that song.

The sketches and piano-vocal scores from West Side Story were among the gifts given to the Library by

Bernstein during the 1960s. In 1992 his children generously donated the rest of the materials, including his annotat-

ed conducting score from the musical, that form his artistic legacy
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AN EXTRAORDINARY POETICAL GENIUS

The gifted young black poet Phillis Wheatley (I753?-I784) was celebrated as "the extraordinary poetical genius" of

colonial New England even before this compilation of her poems was published in September 1773. Not yet eight

years old when she was brought to America from Africa in 1761, Wheatley was educated by her mistress, and her

first poem was published in a Rhode Island newspaper when she was only fourteen. Her pious elegies for promi-

nent English and colonial leaders became popular and were often reprinted in colonial newspapers or as broad-

sides.

Wheatley 's 1773 visit to London, ostensibly to improve her frail condition, was cut short by her mistress' failing

health. Although she was entertained by William Legge, earl of Dartmouth, the abolitionist Grenville Sharpe, John

Thornton, and Benjamin Franklin, Wheatley did not meet her patron, Selina Hastings, Countess of Huntingdon, to

whom she dedicated her Poems on Various Subjects, Religious and Moral. The countess suggested including the fron-

tispiece portrait of Wheatley in the book. It was probably drawn by the black painter Scipio Moorhead (servant to

Rev. John Moorhead of Boston), whose creative talents are praised in one of Wheatley 's poems. Wheatley was

given her freedom shortly after returning from England, but attended her mistress until the woman's death in

March 1774.

The Library holds copies of many editions of Wheatley's poems. Book collector George Livermore gave this

copy of the first London edition to the distinguished American historian and collector Peter Force in 1850, and it

subsequently came to the Library when the Library purchased the Peter Force Collection in 1867
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A CURIOUS HIEROCLYPHICK BIBLE

A touchstone of eighteenth-century American book illustratbn. this "curious" children's Bible contains nearly five

hundred woodcuts made by American artists. The most ambitious woodcut book produced in America to that

time, it is one of the sixty-five children's book titles made by the pioneer publisher of children's literature and pre-

eminent early American printer Isaiah Thomas (1749-1831). who had learned the art of engraving while appren-

ticed in his youth to the Boston printer Zechariah Fowie. Only four copies of this remarkable piece of early

Americana exist today

A hieroglyphic Bible replaces some of the words of the text with pictures in an attempt to tell a story in a

direct, simple, and interesting way. Such Bibles became very popular in the late eighteenth century as an easy

means of teaching the Scripture to the young. In his preface to this volume, Thomas offers this first American

hieroglyphic Bible, more extensively illustrated than its English prototype, as not only a pleasing method of teaching

Bible lessons to children, but as "an easy Way of leading them on in Reading."

Printed in Worcester; Massachusetts, the book was inscribed by its first owner: "Enoch Brooks' Book,

Princeton, March 13th. 1789." It is now in the Library's American Imprint Collection. English precursors and

nineteenth-century American editions are found in the Bible Collection, a representative sampling of nearly fifteen

hundred eariy editions and rare issues of Bibles in numerous languages.
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CAPTAIN! MY CAPTAIN!

BY WALT WHITMAN.

1-
I

/' O CAPTAIN I my captain ! our fearful trip is doneV y' ^ Qi
The ship has weathered every ytrack, the prize we sought is won^ '1 1 J;^

The port is near, the beUs I he'ar, the people all exulting,
^
/

While foUow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim and darmg. /

But heart! heart! heart!

J finrt 71 * *''" ""'" "f"^

wd-

Where on the deck my captain lies,

Fallen cold and dead.

O captain ! my captain ! rise up and hear the bellsV

Rise up ! tor you the flag is flung, for you the bugle trills

:

>

For you bouquets and ribboned wreaths, for you the shores a-crowd

ing:

For you they eaU, the swaying mass, then? eager faces turning.

O captain I dear father

!

This arm I f mJi hn iiB»*h yom

It is some dream that on the deck ^
You 've fallen cold and dead. ^/''^**Ci_ X'c-,

My captain does not answer, his lips are pale and still :

^

/

My father dies not feel my arm, he has no pulse nor will. (^x

Q ButthonT-r.T'-" ship is anchored safe^ts voyage closed and done
: '=*-**^

\ From fearful trip the victor ship com&ln with object won

!

^o->,>y>-<>^

Exult, shores ! and ring, bells

!

/y
But I, with silent tread,

Walk tlie spot ray captain lies

Fallen cold and dead.
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WHITMAN'S TRIBUTE TO LINCOLN

Walt Whitman (1819-1892) wrote this dirge for the death of Abraham Lincoln in 1865. Published to immediate

acclaim in the New York City Saturday Press. "O Captain! My Captain!" was widely anthologized during his lifetime.

In the 1880s, when Whitman gave public lectures and readings, he was asked to recite the poem so often that he

said: "I'm almost sorry I ever wrote [it]," though it had "certain emotional immediate reasons for being."

While Whitman is renowned as the most innovative of American poets, this poem is a rare example of his

use of rhymed, rhythmically regular verse, which serves to create a somber yet exalted effect. Whitman had

envisioned Lincoln as an archangel captain, and reportedly dreamed the night before the assassination about a

ship entering harbor under full sail.

Restlessly creative. Whitman was still revising "O Captain! My Captain!" decades after its creation. Pictured

here is a proof sheet of the poem, with his corrections, which was readied for publication in 1888. The editors

apparently had erred by picking up earlier versions of punctuation and whole lines that had appeared in the poem

prior to Whitman's 1871 revision. On the back is written:

Dear birs

Thank you for the little books, No. 32 "Riverside Literature Series"—Somenou- you nave got a couple of haa perversions in

"O Captain, '& I send you a corrected sheet—
Walt Whitman

The Library holds the world's largest collection of Walt Whitman materials, featuring more than twenty thousand

manuscript items alone.
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A DOLLAR BOOK FOR A DIME

With a June I860 advertisement promising "BOOKS FOR THE MILLION! A Dollar Book for a Dime," Irwin R

Beadle & Company launched a publishing phenomenon that would provide average adult and adolescent readers

with a wealth of popular fiction in a regular series at a fixed, inexpensive price. Beadle's Dime Novels, No. I,

Malaeska: the Indian Wife of the White Hunter, by Ann A. Stephens, appeared in a small booklet format with the

later-to-be-standard orange wrapper This story, which deals with the struggles of frontier life, had been published

originally in The Ladies Home Companion more than twenty years earlier when the author was editor of that maga-

zine. Irwin Beadle paid Stephens $250 for the privilege of reprinting her popular story As the popularity of dime

novels grew, Prentiss Ingrahm, the author of The Texan Trailer, became one of Beadle's most popular and prolific

authors, often turning out two seventy-thousand-word novels a month (in longhand).

As was the case with Malaeska, the great majority of the early dime novels were truly American tales of the

wilderness, many ofthem featuring encounters between Native Americans and backwoods settlers, and were

fiercely nationalistic and patriotic. Attesting to the continuing popularity of these themes, seventeen titles were

reissued in the 1870s as Frank Starr's American Novels. New topics and formats were introduced as publishers vied

for a share of the burgeoning market. By the mid- 1890s, the house of Beadle was fading, while competitor Street &

Smith's bold color covers depicting scenes of bloodshed and courage captured the imaginations of a mostly adoles-

cent audience.

Through copyright deposit the Library of Congress has accumulated a dime novel collection of nearly forty

thousand titles representing nearly 280 of the approximately 360 series published between I860 and 1933.
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"^f ttic rm

«rkal nude them: but Toto kocw. and be vt-alkcd cio^
Dorothy* side, and <£d not ctth bark in retum. ^^ *

"How Jong vnll it be," the chad asked
Woodman, "before wc arr out of the forest?"

"I cannot tell,"" «^s the ansuer. "(or I have a
been to the Emerald Citj-. But my faibcr »-cni thejc^^
when I *vas a bo>-. and be said it i«^s a loog jcua^
Ihroogh a danecrous counlr>-. although oearcr to the citv
where Oz dwells the country is bcautifuL But I am^^
afraid so long as I ha\-e my oi»<an. and nothing can htm
the Scarecrow, uhile j-ou bear upon >Tour forehead the
mark of the good Witch's kiss, and that will protect yon
from hann."

But Toto! " said the giri. anxiously: "what will pr©.
tccthim?~

-Wc must protect him ourseI\-cs. if be is in dan-ns--

nrptied the Tin Woodman,

Just as be spote there came from Ibc forest a terrible

roar, and the next moment a great Lion bouoded iota

the road With one blow of his paw he sent the Scare-

crow spining o\-cr and over to the cd^^ of the road, and
then he struck ai the Tin Woodman *\-iih his sharp claw^

But to the Lkm's surprise, he could make no impressioa

on the tin. although the Woodman fell o\-er in the road

and lay stiU.

Little Toto. DOW that he had an eocmy to face, ran

barking tou-ard the Ucki. and the ^reat beast had opened
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WE'RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD

The Wonderful Wizard ofOz, published in 1900, is the first American fairy tale and the frst fantasy written by an

American to enjoy an immediate success upon publication. So powerful was its effect on the American imagination,

so evocative its use of the forces of nature in its plots, so charming its invitation to children of all ages to look for

the element of wonder in the world around them that author L Frank Baum was forced by demand to create

book after book about Dorothy and her friends— including the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman, the Cowardly Lion,

and Glinda the Good Witch.

When Baum died in 1919, the series lived on under the authorship of Ruth Plumly Thompson and others who

themselves had loved the stories as children. Published in many foreign countries. The Wizard even found its way as

far as Russia, where it was translated in 1939 by Alexander Volkov, who then wrote two Oz books of his own. That

was also the year that Dorothy and her friends appeared on the silver screen in the immortal MGM adaptation

featuring Judy Garland, Ray Bolger, Jack Haley and Bert Lahr

This exquisite first edition, vibrantly illustrated byW W Denslow, was given to the Library in 1982 by antiquar-

ian book dealer E. R. Meyer in memory of his daughter; Margit.
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SUPERMAN TO THE RESCUE

During the 1930s and 1940s, the Golden Age of comic bool<s, the original comic book publishers introduced such

well-known characters as Batman, Wonder Woman, and Captain America. But Superman remains the quintessen-

tial comic book hero in the popular mind

—

almost all-powerful and always the champion of the underdog. The

cover of this 1945 Superman adventure reveals a "Supersecret" (that our hero is ticklish).

The Library of Congress acquires comic books through copyright deposit. The current collection of forty-eight

hundred titles, probably the largest in the United States, contains approximately 100,000 issues, some dating back

almost sixty years. Represented in the collection is the entire range of comic book subject matter; western, sci-

ence fiction, detective, adventure, war romance, horror and humor

Action Comics, Archie, Detective Comics, Tarzan, and Wonder Woman are among those titles for which the

Library owns nearly complete runs. Because of the rapid deterioration of the paper and the value of older issues,

full access to the comic book collection is restricted to readers engaged in serious research.
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"SUMMONING ARTISTS TO PARTICIPATE
IN THE AUGUST OCCASIONS OF THE STATE . . ."

Poet Robert Frost (1874-1963) composed "Dedication" for delivery at the inauguration of President John F.

Kennedy on January 20, 1961, and intended to read it from the text shown here. He was unable to read, however,

because of the glare of the sun upon snow, instead, the poet put the manuscript aside and recited his poem "The

Gift Outright" from memory

This first version of "Dedication" was donated to the Library in 1969 by Stewart L. Udall, who was secretary of

the interior in the Kennedy cabinet. Udall explained that no one had expected Frost to write a new poem for the

inauguration as "he had steadfastly refused to compose commemorative verses during his entire lifetime." Udall had

heard Frost reciting the poem before the ceremony and after the event asked the poet for the original manuscript

of the unread composition. Frost agreed and added the inscription above the title; "For Stewart from Robert on

the Day Jan 20 1961."

Frost's associations with the Library of Congress encompass more than manuscripts and volumes of his pub-

lished poems. He served as the Library's Consultant in Poetry (1958-59) and as Honorary Consultant in the

Humanities (1958-63). In the photograph reproduced here he is seen in a Library recording studio on one of the

several occasions he recorded his poetry for the Library's Archive of Recorded Poetry and Literature.
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CORDON PARKS AND THE LEARNING TREE

Besides The Wizard ofOz (MGM, 1939), can you name another American movie set in Kansas in which the leading

character encounters a tornado in the first reel? The ansv^er is Gordon Parks 's The Learning Tree (Warner Bros.,

1969).

In 1969 Parks unified his many artistic talents by writing, producing, directing, and composing the musical score

for this semiautobiographical theatrical feature motion picture. It is based on his 1963 novel of the same name,

about the life and education of an African-American teenager in 1920s Kansas. In 1989 The Learning Tree was

among the first twenty-five films selected for the Library of Congress National Film Preservation Registry in recog-

nition of its contribution to the history of American cinema. Apart from its considerable aesthetic achievements in

direction, writing, and Cinemascope cinematography The Learning Tree is also historically important for being the

first general release motion picture by an African-American director/producer to be financed by a major American

studio.

The manuscript of the novel The Learning Tree, displayed here with a frame enlargement from the film, is from

the Gordon Parks Collection, which Parks donated to the Library of Congress in 1995, adding to the many photo-

graphic negatives he created for the Farm Security Administration (FSA) already in the Library's holdings. Among

the items in his archives are thousands of photographs, films, audiotapes, videos, manuscripts, letters, and other

ephemera relating to the many creative endeavors undertaken by Parks during his career.
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THE ART OF THE BOOK

Night Street, featuring the poetry of Barbara Luck and illustrated by Lois Johnson, is a book in which the design

truly bears the influence of the content. Published by the Janus Press, a small but important printing venture, the

book is an example of the creativity of the small press movement in America—a movement devoted to the book

as a product of collaborative and intensely aesthetic energies on the part of several artists and craftsmen, whether

they be artisans of the word, of the visual image, or of the printed and bound page. The Janus Press was founded

by Claire Van Vliet in 1955, and with unflagging energy she has run the press for more than forty years. The

Library has collected her work from the press's inception, and recently it received the entire Janus Press archives,

comprising drawings, proofs, layouts, and designs for each book Van Vliet has produced. The press strives for a bal-

ance betv^een various claims to attention and affection that a book exerts upon the reader/viewer/handlen

The Rare Book and Special Collections Division of the Library of Congress has long collected premier exam-

ples ofthe book arts, from the Middle Ages to the present, and is the repository of the collections of the early-

twentieth-century book designers Frederic Goudy and Bruce Rogers, as well as contemporaries of Van Vliet such

as Leonard Baskin of Gehenna Press and Timothy Ely.
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THOMAS JEFFERSON'S '^MACCARON MACHINE

Thomas Jefferson noted these plans for a macaroni or pasta machine while touring northern Italy in 1787. When

Jefferson prepared these plans, macaroni was a highly fashionable food in Pans, where he was stationed as ambas-

sador to France. He later commissioned his secretary William Short to purchase a macaroni machine in Italy but

the machine was not very durable. In later years Jefferson served macaroni or spaghetti made by cutting rolled

dough into strips, which were then rolled by hand into noodles. While in France, Jefferson became enamored with

French cuisine bourgeoise, and not only had his slave, James Heming, trained as a cook, but later brought his French

butler, Adrian Petit, to the United States. Jefferson acquired a stock of standard French recipes for French fries,

sauces, fruit tarts, desserts, blood sausages, pigs' feet, rabbits, and pigeons, which he served to his guests at

Monticello.
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THE 65 BROOKLYN ATLANTICS

Baseball, America's national pastime, evolved from a child's game to an organized sport in the 1840s and 1850s. It

was an urban sport, and the first teams were established in Nev^ York City and Brooklyn. By I860 baseball had

replaced cricket as the nation's most popular ball game. Before the Civil War, more than one hundred baseball

teams played in the New York City area. During the war, the number of teams dwindled to less than thirty but

thousands of spectators flocked to games.

The Brooklyn Atlantics dominated early baseball by winning championships in 1861, 1864, and 1865. The

Atlantics usually crushed their competition, scoring two or three times more runs than their opponents. It was an

amateur sport: according to the rules of the National Association of Base Ball Players, athletes could not accept

wages to play ball, though gifts and jobs were sometimes offered as a means of compensation.

Baseball cards as we know them did not become commonplace until the 1880s. This early prototype is actually

an original photograph mounted on a card. At the start of the 1865 season, the Atlantics presented opposing

teams with these framed photographs of the "Champion Nine." The Scottish-born photographer, Charles H.

Williamson, opened a daguerreotype studio in Brooklyn in 1851, continuing to work as a photographer until his

death in 1874.
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THEFASHIONSOFTHECUISINE

As the editor of Mane Martinelo's 1882 The New York Cook Book reminds us, "The fashions of the cuisine, like those

of the dress, are subject to changes." Nowhere is that so clear as in the Library's incomparable collection of cook-

books, including the many cookbooks in the General Collections, and, in the Rare Book and Special Collections

Division, the Elizabeth Pennell Collection and the 4,346-volume Katherine Golden Bitting Collection, donated by

Bitting's husband.

Katherine Bitting, a food chemist with the Department of Agriculture and herself the author of numerous

books and pamphlets about food preservation and consumption, acquired Martinelo's "complete manual of

cookery in all its branches." In addition to recipes, the book includes helpful household hints on such things as

making one's own soap and ink; how to eradicate "household vermin" like ants and spiders with a mixture of

hellebore and molasses; how to remove rust from cutlery (in the days before stainless steel); and how to prepare

special dishes for the infirm such as tapioca jelly and wine possets. Appended to this volume is a special treat;

"Miss Leslie's seventy-five receipts for pastry cakes and sweetmeats," temptingly illustrated with this chromolitho-

graph of various fashionable desserts that once were common but are now seldom prepared at home by those

who are health-conscious and/or pressed for time. The New York Cook Book is one of a number of such volumes

at the Library that have been consulted by among others, film art directors trying to create an authentic period

feel in their productions.
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THE GREAT HOUDINI

Harry Houdini (1874-1926), the legendary king of escape and folk hero of magic enthusiasts, claimed Appleton,

Wisconsin, as home, even though he was born in Budapest, Hungary with the given name Ehrich Weiss. Since

Houdim's rabbi father had lost his position before Ehrich was ten, the boy began earning money to help support

his family by performing as a contortionist and trapeze artist in a local circus. Greatly influenced by the autobiogra-

phy of the French magician Robert-Houdin, by age fourteen Ehrich decided to be "like Houdin." Adopting the

name "Houdini," he became a brilliant escape artist and showman.

This dramatic portrait of Houdini is included in a scrapbook of highlights of the magician's exceptional career It

is part of the McManus-Young Collection of magica, given to the Library in 1955, a rich collection of rare books,

pamphlets, magazines, clipping files, scrapbooks, and magical apparatuses. The Library also holds a separate

Houdini Collection, materials received in 1927 through Houdini's bequest and predominantly comprising works on

spiritualism and psychic phenomena that Houdini assembled to expose the false claims of fake spirit mediums.

Houdini's library includes several significant books on the history of magic, as well as about fifty scrapbooks

Houdini compiled or acquired from other figures in magic. Other scrapbooks illustrate the wide range of Houdini's

interests, including music, drama, politics, and literature.



ENDLESS SUMMER

In July 1957, Toni Frissell (1907-1988) made this photograph as part of a Sports Illustrated picture story about a

group of families who vacationed together each year at the Thousand Islands, a large group of islands in the St.

Lawrence River, located in a widening of the river between New York State and Ontario. For seventy-five years a

half-dozen families from various U.S. cities and Europe came together to "the River" to fish, row and sail skiffs

unique to the region, and carry on intense three-generational tennis matches and baseball games. Over the years,

a dozen marriages resulted from the summer meetings of the clans.

Frissell herself joined the tradition when she married into the Bacon family She had already started making a

name for herself as a photographer when she married New York society member Francis Bacon, so she continued

her career under her maiden name. She worked on the staffs of Vogue and Harper's Bazaar and sold stories inde-

pendently to other top magazines, as well as making two trips to photograph World War II in the European

theater

Always the sports enthusiast, Frissell found a way to put her athleticism to professional advantage in 1953 by

becoming the first female on the staff of the recently begun Sports Illustrated. A female sports photographer was a

rarity at the time. When the Baltimore Museum of Art mounted its Man in Sport exhibition in 1968, Frissell was the

only woman in a long list of photographers selected for the show.
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BUILDING THE NATIONAL COLLECTION

In 1800, as the American government prepared to move from its temporary headquarters in Philadelphia to its

permanent (and as yet unbuilt) home on the Potomac River, one of its first acts was to appropriate $5,000 "for the

purchase of such books as may be necessary for the use of Congress . . . and for fitting up a suitable apartment for

containing them and for placing them therein." In the same omnibus bill, "An Act to make provision for the

removal and accommodation of the Government," Congress also set aside $10,000 to pave the sidewalks in the

notoriously swampy land of Washington, D.C. But the appropriation of such a large sum for books, when members

of Congress had trouble negotiating the muddy streets on the way to work every day indicates that from the

beginning, American statesmen have viewed a library not as a luxury but as an essential working tool for the cre-

ation and maintenance of a healthy democracy Soon thereafter borrowing privileges for the congressional library

were extended to the president and his cabinet, as well as to the Supreme Court, which was located, like the

library itself in the Capitol. After the British invaded Washington during the War of 1812 and torched the Capitol,

fueling the flames with books pulled from library shelves, Congress took immediate steps to replenish its book-

shelves. Members paid Thomas Jefferson, then living in retirement in Monticello, $23,950 for the nearly sixty-five

hundred books he offered them. That was almost twice the number of titles lost in the conflagration. The universal

scope of subject matter as well as the variety of formats and languages in the Jefferson library set the Library of

Congress standards for collecting for the centuries ahead.

Since 1800 the congressional appropriation for purchase of books and other Library items has grown from

$5,000 to $8 million, but that amount is only a small fraction of the worth of the Library's acquisitions every year

What had been a slow but steady growth of the collections in the nineteenth century exploded exponentially in

1870, the year that the Copyright Office became a part of the Library of Congress. From then on, all creators

wishing to protect their intellectual property rights by registering their work with the office were required to

deposit a copy of that work in the Library It is the cumulative record of copyright deposits that has so profoundly

shaped the nature of the collection at the Library of Congress and transformed the congressional library into the

memory bank of the nation. For it is not only writers who register for copyright, but composers, engravers, car-
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toonists, mapmakers, photographers, filmmakers, recording artists, poster designers, architects, engineers, speech-

writers, television scriptwriters, advertising artists, comic book publishers, software writers, and many others,

who have, over the decades, added to the Library's record of American creativity Because of the careful preserva-

tion of copyright deposits at the Library researchers now have access to unique items such as a collection of the

earliest known motion pictures— including Fred Ott's sneeze— and a number of the oldest baseball cards.

Donation is another invaluable source of the collections, especially in the area of personal papers and rare

items. Often prominent Americans, such as Groucho Marx, Gordon Parks, orToni Frissell, make a provision to

leave their papers to the Library before or after their deaths. In other cases, the heirs of such people as Abraham

Lincoln, Orville Wright, and Leonard Bernstein place their papers here to make them available to the widest pos-

sible audience and to have them preserved for future generations. The Library also receives a significant amount of

material through transfers from other institutions. The papers of Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe,

Franklin, and Hamilton were transferred by the State Department to the Library in 1903. Many maps come to the

Library this way for most maps are created by government agencies. We also acquired the Federal Theatre Project

Archives and the Farm Security Administration photographs, two of our most heavily used collections, by transfer

In 1815, the year that Jefferson sold his library to Congress, he confided to his friend John Adams, "I cannot live

without books" and began to amass another personal library If he were alive today he would no doubt collect in

all the new formats that have appeared since his time— audio recordings, films, photographs, GD-ROMS. While

the Library does not keep a copy of every book printed in the United States (no library is that comprehensive!), or

acquire the papers of every distinguished American, it does have the best and most comprehensive collection of

Americana in the world. It is here that the nation's great experiment in democracy is recorded and here that this

generation and future generations can learn for themselves who they are and where they came from.

Abby Smith

Exhibit Curator
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PRESERVING THE PAST

Every time the Library acquires an item, it makes a commit-

ment both to preserve and to mal<e accessible the informa-

tion that item contains as long as possible so that it might be

used not only by the present generation but by future gen-

erations as well. The task of preservation is to insure that

our documentary heritage remains available for use over an

extended period without losing the information and essence

that make it important to American culture.

The Library's diverse collections comprise almost all

forms devised by humanity to record information. They

range from books, manuscripts, maps, and works of art on

paper; to motion picture film, videotape, and photographic

materials; to phonograph records, tape recordings, cylinder

discs, and compact discs, They also encompass a surprising

variety of objects, including flutes, globes, gramophones,

microphones, and even the contents of Lincoln's pockets on

the night he was assassinated.

The Library's strategy for preserving its vast collections

reflects this diversity Different materials age in different

ways, and every item in the collection has its own particular

preservation needs. Library materials are primarily organic

in nature and, like other living things, will eventually deterio-

rate. Expressed simply our preservation strategy is to prac-

tice preventive maintenance in order to avoid costly

treatments in the future. Thus, the Library's preservation

program comprises a holistic array of options intended to

keep the collections in a stable state so that they can be

maintained in a usable condition for as long as possible.

Environmental control, appropriate housing and storage, and

careful handling are the first line of defense against inherent

degradation.

In certain cases, a delicate balance must be reached

between preservation and access, between making an item

available for researchers today and risking dramatically

shortening the length of its use by future researchers. In the

case of newspapers from the turn of the century printed on

brittle, highly acidic paper that crumbles with handling, the

Library makes the information contained in the item avail-

able by creating a surrogate image— in this case, microfilm

or microfiche. In such a case, where one can possibly

destroy the item by using it, the choice is clear—preserva-

tion of the information is more important than preservation

of the object itself

But what about rare and fragile documents that have

special significance to the nation not only for the information

they contain, but also as artifacts— such as autograph

(handwritten) items by Washington, Jefferson, or Lincolni' A

special strategy must be worked out to make these docu-

ments available in the original form to the public, while at

the same time to extend the life of these precious items

particularly at risk. The Library has placed treasures such as

the Gettysburg Address in specially built environmental con-

tainers in which the oxygen has been expelled and replaced

with the inert gas argon. The cases prevent oxidation,

including photooxidation, and are covered with double

ultraviolet-light acrylic glazing to enable safe display under

low light conditions. These containers are in turn stored in a

low-temperature vault that is maintained at a constant envi-
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ronmental level of fifty degrees Fahrenheit and 50 percent

relative humidity. The vault has a fire-suppression system

and is maintained under high security protocols.

In certain special cases, preventive maintenance is not

enough because the document has already suffered serious

deterioration. When conservation v/ork began on George

Washington's map of Alexandria, which he made in 1749

when he was seventeen, the conservator had to address a

number of different problems. For example, the map's paper

was torn along every fold line, it was worn thin in many

places, and the ink was flaking off

The Library of Congress conservator began by stabilizing

the ink with a consolidant to prevent further loss. While

peering through a microscope, working at a painstakingly

slow pace, she proceeded to remove the paper lining by

wetting discrete portions at a time in order to soften the lin-

ing and adhesive enough to scrape it away At the same

time, every precaution was taken to keep the map and ink

as dry as possible. Once the linings were removed, the tears

were meticulously mended with the thinnest strips of

Japanese tissue and the losses filled with eighteenth-century

handmade laid paper The conservator took great care that

the treatment would in no way further damage the map or

prove to be irreversible in the future.

While the dawning age of digital images holds the

promise of making the Library's collections ever more wide-

ly available to users, the challenge of preserving the cultural

heritage that the Library holds in trust for the American

people continues to grow, as more and more of what the

Library of Congress conservator Heather Wanser treats

George Washington's 1749 map ofAlexandria

nation produces is on highly unstable new media, such as

video- and audiotape. The Library's in-house preservation

research and development facilities are busy addressing

these challenges and trying to anticipate new ones as the

creators of our generation are busy inventing the future.
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OBJECT LIST

The items featured in this volume are a small but representative

selection from the Library's rich holdings of Americana. In making

this selection, the curatorial staff had a difficult task, given how

large and significant the collections are. There is simply no way to

include everything that is important and truly treasured in the

Library. We have tried to give a sense of the depth, breadth, and

variety of the holdings, as well as represent in some fashion the

most important and often most heavily used collections. Beyond

that, we have also selected items that we hope will convey to the

reader the sense of surprise, discovery and serendipity that each

day attends the curators and researchers who work with the

Library's collections—the unpublished version of a well-known

work, the unfinished or unrealized dream of a restless mind, the

false starts and bitter failures that are intrinsic parts of the creative

process.

A number of the Library's curatorial staff contributed time and

text to this volume. They are listed, with gratitude, below. Their

initials also appear in the object list that follows, at the end of the

descriptions of the items for which they contributed text.

Alice Birney (AB), Manuscript Division; Beverly W. Brannan (BWB),

Prints and Photographs Division; Leonard C. Bruno (LB),

Manuscript Division; Samuel Brylawski (SB), Motion Picture,

Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division; Verna R Curtis (VPC),

Prints and Photographs Division; Donald R. DeGlopper (DD), Law

Library; Gerard W. Gawalt (GWG), Manuscript Division; Judith A.

Gray (JAG), American Folklife Center; Ronald E. Grim (REG),

Geography and Map Division; Michael Grunberger (MG), Hebraic

Section; John E. Haynes (JEH), Manuscript Division; Sybille Jagusch

(SJ), Children's Literature Center; Carol Johnson (CJ), Prints and

Photographs Division; Harry L Katz (HLK), Prints and Photographs

Division; Marvin W. Kranz (MWK), Manuscript Division; Patrick G.

Loughney (PGL), Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded

Sound Division; John McDonough (JM), Manuscript Division; Elena

Millie (EM), Prints and Photographs Division; Lyie W. Minter

(LWM), Serial and Government Publications Division; Thomas

Noonan (TN), Rare Book and Special Collections Division; C. Ford

Peatross (CFP), Prints and Photographs Division; Rosemary Fry

Plakas (RFP), Rare Book and Special Collections Division; John R.

Sellers (JRS), Manuscript Division; Robert Sheldon (RS), Music

Division; Wayne Shirley (WS), Music Division; Abby Smith (AS),

Library Services; Merrily A. Smith (MAS), Preservation; Heather

Wanser (HW), Preservation; Raymond A. White (RAW), Music

Division; David Wigdor (DW), Manuscript Division; Patricia

Willard (PW), Music Division; Walter W. Zvonchenko (WZ),

Music Division
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Biblia. Old Testament, Psalms. The Whole Rooke ofPsalmes

Faithfully Translated into English Metre. Cambridge, Mass.;

1640. American Imprint Collection, 1640, Rare Book and

Special Collections Division. Gift, 1966. (RFP AS)

Die bittre Gute, oder Das Gesang der elnsamen Turtel-Taube,

der christlichen Kirche hier cufErden, die annoch im Trauerthal

aufdem dijrren Aesten und Zweigen den Stand ihrer

Wittwenschaft beklagt, und dabey in Hoffnung singt von einer

andern und nochnnaligen Vermahlung. Ephrata, Pa.; 1746. Music

Division. Purchased at auction, 1927 (WS)

Anonymous. Powder horn inscribed with map of Hudson

and Mohawk River Valleys. Cow or ox horn, polished and

finely engraved, 1757-60. Powder Horn Collection,

Geography and Map Division. Purchase, 1867 (REG)

Briton Hammon (fl. 1760), A narrative of the uncommon suffer-

ings, and surprizing deliverance of Briton Hammon. a negro

man,—servant to General Winslow, of Marshfield. in New-

England; who returned to Boston, after having been absent

almost thirteen years. Printed and sold in Boston by Green &



Russell, 1760. 14 p. American Imprint Collection, 1760, Rare

Book and Special Collections Division. Purchase. (RFP)

5. Commission of General George Washington, 19 June 1775.

Holograph manuscript on vellum, George Washington

Papers, Manuscript Division. (GWG)

6. Moses Seixas (1744-1809). "Congratulatory Address to

George Washington on Behalf of the Hebrew Congregation

of Newport, Rhode Island," 17 August 1790. George

Washington Papers, Manuscript Division. (MG)

7 H. C. Howard, printers, Philadelphia. "For President ABRAM

LINCOLN. For Vice President HANNIBAL HAMLIN."

Woodcut or lithograph, I860. Prints and Photographs

Division. Deposited for Copyright, I860. (HLK)

8. Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865). First Inaugural Address, 4

March 1861. Robert Todd Lincoln Papers, Manuscript Division.

(JRS)

9. Alfred Waud (1828-1891). Custer's Division Retiring from

Mount Jackson in the Shenondooh Valley. October 1, 1864. Pencil

and opaque white on tan paper 1864. Prints and

Photographs Division. Gift,
J.
R Morgan, 1919 (HLK)

10. Contents of President Abraham Lincoln's pockets on the

night of his assassination (bequest of Mary Lincoln Isham); The

New York Times. 15 April 1865, vol. XIV, no. 4236, showing the

announcement of Lincoln's death (gift of Alfred Whital

Stern). Rare Book and Special Collections Division. (JRS,

RFP)

11. Tombstone, Arizona. New York: Sanborn Map and Publishing

Company 1886. Color printed map. Sanborn Map Collection,

Geography and Map Division. (REG)

12. Wax cylinder recordings of Passamaquoddy songs and sto-

ries, March 1890. Jesse Walter Fewkes Collection, Archive of

Folk Culture, American Folklife Center Shown with

Columbia Graphophone, Model N, Motion Picture,

Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division. (JAG)

13. Theodore Roosevelt, Sr (1858-1919), to Theodore Roosevelt,

Jr (1887-1944), II July 1890. Handwritten letter on U.S. Civil

Service Commission stationery Theodore Roosevelt, Jr

Papers, Manuscript Division. (JEH)

14. James Montgomery Flagg (1877-1960). / Wont You For U.S.

Army. Lithograph, 1917 Prints and Photographs Division, (EM)

15. Dorothea Lange (1895-1965). "On these workers the crops

of California depend—Brushing tomato plants near Indio,

March I, 1935" in Establishment of rural rehabilitation camps for

migrants in California. 15 March 1935; "More Oklahomans

reach Calif via the cotton fields of Ariz.," "We got blowed

out in Oklahoma," and "Share-croppers family near

Bakersfield Apr 7-1935" in Migration of Drought Refugees to

California, 17 April 1935. Gelatin silver prints. Prints and

Photographs Division. (BWB, CJ)

16. Orson Welles (1915-1985). Costume design for Cardinal of

Lorraine. Textile swatches and mixed drawing mediums. For

the stage production. The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus

by Christopher Marlowe; Maxine Elliott's Theatre, New York

City 8 January 1937 Federal Theatre Project Archives, Music

Division, (WZ)

17 Irving Berlin (1888-1989), "God Bless America." Manuscripts

and proof sheets. Irving Berlin Collection, Music Division.

(RAW)

18. NBC master program book and index card from Program

Analysis File: World War II programs; shown with 1938

microphone. Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded

Sound Division. (SB)

19 Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin (1879-1953) to W Averell

Harriman (1891-1986), 13 August 1942, Moscow.

Memorandum in Russian signed by Joseph Stalin, W. Averell

Harriman Papers, Manuscript Division. (JEH)

20, The Tonight Show (NBC-TV); telecast, 5 October 1965.

Starring Johnny Carson and Groucho Marx. Motion Picture,

Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division. Gift of NBC.

(PGL)

21. Maya Ying Lin (b. 1959). Vietnam Veterans Memorial

Competition. Presentation panel in mixed mediums on paper

1981. ADE Unit 2228, no. I, E Size, Architecture, Design and

Engineering Collections, Prints and Photographs Division.

Gift, 1985. (CFP)

REASON

22. The Book of the General Laws of the Inhabitants of the

jurisdiction of New-Plimouth, Collected out of the Records of the

General Court. And lately Revised: And with some Emendations

and Additions Established and Disposed into such Order as they

may readily Conduce to General Use and Benefit. Boston:

Samuel Green, 1685, Rare Book Room, Law Library (DD)

23. Virginia Declaration of Rights. 1776. Holograph Manuscript in

the hand of George Mason and Thomas Ludwell Lee (begin-

ning with the phrase "That the freedom of the press").

George Mason Papers, Manuscript Division. (GWG)

24. First page of the "Rough Draught" of the Declaration of

Independence. 1776. Holograph in the hand of Thomas

Jefferson with minor emendations in the hands of John
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Adams and Benjamin Franklin. Thomas Jefferson Papers.

Manuscript Division. (GWG)

25. Broadside. In Congress. July 4. 1776, A Declaration by the

Representatives ofthe United States ofAmerica, In General

Congress Assembled. Philadelphia: John Dunlap, 4 July 1776.

Shown with letter of 6 July 1776 from John Hancock, presi-

dent of the Continental Congress. George Washington

Papers. Manuscript Division. (GWG)

26. Matthew Wheelock, Reflections moral and political on Great

Britain and her colonies. London. 1770. 66 p.; bound with Allan

Ramsay, Thoughts on the origin and nature ofgovernment.

Occasioned by the late disputes between Great Britain and her

American colonies. London, 1769. 64 p. Colonial Pamphlets, v.

26. Jefferson Collection, Rare Book and Special Collections

Division. (AS)

27 The Slavery Code of the District ofColumbia together with

Notes andjudiaal Decisions Explanatory ofthe Some. By a

Member of the Washington Bar. Washington, DC:

L Towers. 1862: and Slavery Code of the District ofColumbia.

Manuscript, I860. Rare Book Room, Law Library. (DD)

28. Abraham Lincoln. Rrst sketch of the Emancipation

Proclamation. July 1862. Abraham Lincoln Papers, Manuscript

Division. (JRS)

29. Abraham Lincoln. First and second drafts of the Gettysburg

Address. 1864. Abraham Lincoln Papers, Manuscript Division.

(JRS)

30. An Account ofthe Proceedings on the Trial ofSusan 6. Anthony,

on the charge of illegal voting, at the presidential etecDon in

November 1872, and on the trial of[iever1y W. Jones, Edwin T.

Marsh, and William S. Hall, the inspectors ofelection by whom

her vote was received. Rochester. N.Y.: 1874. vii. 212 p.. 23 cm.

Susan B. Anthony Collection, JK 1899. A6A5, Rare Book and

Special Collections Division. (RFP)

31. Elihu Vedder (1836-1923). Maquette drawings for "Peace and

Prosperity" and "Anarchy." Studies for Library of Congress

Jefferson Building murals. Pastel on paper, c. 1896. Prints and

Photographs Division. (HLK)

32. Billy (William H.) Gobitas (1925-1989) to School Dirertors,

Minersville. Pennsylvania, 5 November 1935. Handwritten let-

ter. William H. Gobitas Papers. Manuscript Division. (JEH)

33. Justice Felix Frankfurter (1882-1965). Draft decree regarding

Brown v. Board ofEducation ofTopeka. 8 April 1955. Felix

Frankfurter Papers, Manuscript Division. (DW)

34. Paul Conrad (b. 1924). Jhurgood Marshall (1908-1993). Ink on

paper, 1993. Prints and Photographs Division. Gift of the

artist, 1994. (HLK)

35. Thomas Say (1787-1834). American Entomology: or

Descriptions of the Insects of North America. Philadelphia.

1824-28. 3 vol. QL 466 S27 Smithsonian Deposit. Rare Book

and Special Collections Diviskxi. (AS)

36. Robert Cornelius (1809-1893). Setf-Portrait Quarter-plate

daguerreotype. 1839. Prints and Photographs Division. Gift,

1996. (CJ)

37 Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922). Notebook entry, 10

March 1876. Alexander Graham Bell Family Papers,

Manuscript Division. (LB)

38. Emile Berliner (1851-1929). Gramophone (Isabelle Sayers

Collectksn of Phonographic Materials); and January 1895 List

of Rates (Robert Sanders Collection). Motion Picture.

Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound Division. (SB)

39. Edison Kjnetoscopic Record ofa Sneeze. Copyright by W. K. L

Dickson for the Edison Film Manufacturing Company 9

January 1894. Prints and Photographs Division. (PGL)

40. John T Daniels (fl. 1900s). "First Right," 17 December 1903.

Orville Wright at controls. Distance: 120 feet; time: 12 sec-

onds. Modem gelatin silver print from glass negative. Prints

and Photographs Division. (LB. BWB)

41. Samuel de Champlain (1567-1635). Descrlpsion des costs, pts.

rades, illes de la Nouuele France faict selon son vray me ridien—
Manuscript chart on vellum. 1607 Vellum Chart Collectkyi

no. 15. Geography and Map Division. (PEC)

4Z George Washington (1732-1799). A Plan ofAlexandria, now

Belhaven. Manuscript map on paper. 1749 G3884. A3G46

1749 .W3 Vault. Geography and Map Division. (REG)

43. Pierre-Charies L'Enfant (1754-1825). Plan of the dty intended

for the permanent seat ofthe government oftfhe] United

States: projected agreeable to the direction ofthe President of

the United States, in pursuance ofan act ofCongress, passed

on the sixteenth day ofJuly, MDCCXC, establishing the perma-

nent seat on the bank ofthe Potowmac Manuscript map on

paper. 1791. G3850 1791 .L4. Geography and Map Diviskxi.

(REG)

44. Nicholas King (I77I-I8I2) with annotations by Meriwether

Lewis (1774-1809). Map of Western North America.

Manuscript map on paper 1803. Lewis and Qark Collection

A. Geography and Map Diviskjn. (REG)

45. James Wilson (1763-1855). A New American Terrestrial Globe

on which the Principal Places ofthe Known Wodd are

Accurately laid down, with the traced attempts ofCaptain Cook

to discover a Southern Continent (Bradford. VL:
J.
Wilson. 181

1
).

hand-colored globe. 13 inches in diameter: Three Inch

Terrestrial Globe (Albany N.Y.: Wilson and Sons. 1820s). hand-
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colored globe, 3 inches in diameter; and A Celestial Globe

with all the stars of the 1st. 2d. & 3d Magnitudes (Albany, N.Y.:

Wilson and Sons, 1820s), hand-colored globe, 3 inches in

diameter. Globe Collection, Geography and Map Division.

(REG)

46. Manuscript map, probably made by a French voyageur, with

annotations by Henry Rowe Schoolcraft (1793-1864). c. 1831.

33.5 X 40.5 cm, Henry Rowe Schoolcraft Papers, Manuscript

Division. (JM)

47. Jedediah Hotchkiss (1828-1899). Sketch book ofJed. Hotchkiss.

Copt. & Top. £ng. Hd. Qurs. 2nd Corps, Army ofN. Virginia,

manuscript notebook, 1862-65; Sketch book showing positions

of Second Corps, AN.Va. in engagements of 1864-5 by Jed.

Hotchkiss, Top. Eng. 2nd Corps, manuscript notebook,

1864-65; and "Map showing routes and camps of the Army

of the Valley Dist. from Staunton, Va. to Washington, DC.

and back to Strasburg, Va. from June 27th to July 22nd 1864

to accompany the report of Jed. Hotchkiss, Top. Eng. V.D.,"

map no. II in "Report of the camps, marches and engage-

ments, of the Second Corps, A.N.V. and of the Army of the

Valley Dist, of the Department of Northern Virginia; during

the Campaign of 1864; illustrated by maps & sketches, by Jed.

Hotchkiss, Top. Eng. V.D.," manuscript atlas, 1864-65.

Hotchkiss Map Collection, Geography and Map Division.

(REG)

48. Timothy O'Sullivan (1840-1882). Black Canon Looking Above

from Camp 8. Colorado River, Arizona 1871 , Albumen silver

print, 1871. Prints and Photographs Division. Transfer,

Department of War, Corps of Engineers. (CJ)

49 Hal Shelton (b. 1916). Arizona. Acrylic on zinc, I95S. The H. M.

Gousha Company Collection, Geography and Map Division.

(REG)

IMAGINATION

50. Stephen Hallet (1755-1825). United States Capitol

Competition. Scheme E (Final). Sectional elevation showing

the Conference Room. Ink and watercolor on paper, 1793.

Prints and Photographs Division. Purchase, 1976. (CFP)

51. John Rubens Smith (1775-1849). West Front of the United

States Capitol. Watercolor, c. 1830. Prints and Photographs

Division. Gift of Marian 5. Carson and the James Madison

Council, 1993. (HLK)

52. Richard Upjohn (1802-1878). Unidentified Gothic Revival

Church. Elevations and details. Graphite, ink, and watercolor

on paper, c. IS^Os. Prints and Photographs Division. Purchase

and Gift of Melvin A. Brosterman and the James Madison

Council, 1995-96. (CFP)

53. Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959). Dr John Storer House,

Hollywood, California. Perspective. Graphite and colored

pencil on paper, 1923. Architecture, Design and Engineering

Collections, Prints and Photographs Division. Gift, 1989 (CFP)

54. John Philip Sousa (1854-1932). "The Stars and Stripes

Forever March." Holograph full score for band in ink; 8

leaves. At end: "John Philip Sousa. April 26, 1897 Boston,

Mass." Music Division. Gift of the Sousa Family (RAW)
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President Lincoln's pockets on the evening of

his assassination (including "a brown leather
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note and nine newspaper clippings generally

favorable to the president and his policies") to
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copyrighted motion picture (by Thomas

Edison, of Edison employee Fred Ott sneez-
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